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ELLSWORTH, MAINE, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, APRIL 3,

fUbirtieraunte.

LOCAL Al FA IUS
NEW AliVKKTIsKMKNTN THIS WBRK.
K H Baker—Optometrist
Hancock Co Havings Bank
J A Haynes Groceries
0 K Fuller —Wall paper, pnint
Notice of foreclosure—Isaac N A very
Coin" isaioners* notice
Notice of sale Henry H Higgins
Caution notice—Cha C Guilford
Great Pond aud Bog Dam Co—Special meeting
Mrs Chas Quinn—Hatching eggs for saie
A E Googius —Hatching eggs and cockerel
for sale
City of Ellsworth— Hehoolhouse for sale

In The Front Line Trenches
of battle no quarter is asked—and none is
given. It is always essential to be prepared.
Are you preparing for the emergencies that
are sure to come sooner or later, when the
demand for ready cash is urgent! Start
account with the Burrill National Bank.

Linnehan—PnbHc car
M L Adams—Dry goods

Bucksport:
Oardner and Company—Insurance
Banqor:
Electric Light & Power Co
Salesman and
Agents wanted
Boston, Mass.:
—

Wavency farm—Help wanted

Don’t forget your Income Tax Return muat be made by
April 1,

ff>

hand.

on

effect, Jan. 20, 1018.

HOME

AGAIN!

Every Day Until April

In Ellsworth

MML8 CLOSR

10

left Ellsworth 1 went
goods markets of Boaton. New York and Philadelphia to And out
■wS>the reason for this great rise in lenses, for
ramrn bad
advanced but very little, yet
^
lenses had gone up with leaps and bounds.
W
1 found that some knew that the great lens
factory of Baush A I.omb was to be taken

I

*

g^,

The

Spring
flushed
last
and

J

t hose
by the government ror me exclusive manuracture oi army nem lenses.
who knew this would not let a len* go unless they got a bonus of from $\0 lo f60 per
jjross, and in one instance 1 paid at the rate oftf48 above to get what is known as 000
lenses in certain noinbera, and in Boston i w as not able to purchase even one pair.

on»f

New York dealers wanted a fancy price
Boston would not let them goat any price.
ind 1 bought a few that Philadelphia dealers would sell, if 1 would purchase frames to

price 40 per cent, cheaper than New York. This showed
the game, ll was a case of buy your head off, or get left for ptrhaps the next year.
The lenses held up were mostly in the numbers worn by people 46 to 60 years of age.
1 could get all the weak numbers at almost the old price, and plenty of them.
As a result of this personal visit to the large markets, I am able now to fill all
orders for any combination and any style lens on the market promptly and at a very
much lower price than last season. My shell goods are ordered with the latest patents,
ttw

amount, and at

same

a

price that enables me to sell as low as fri. I will also bring home a few gross
of the finest Winsted gold goods for people in the 40 to 50 year ages.
Many numbers
50 per pair, warranted for fifteen years. With first quality lenses*
will go as low as
if no disease is appareut in the eye, they will do just as good service as flO sets.
•od

Thursday evening of
week near his home on Oak Street,
J. Artelle McGown reports seeing a

flock of wild geese bound north last Fri-

ending

Optometrist.

Office and Residence 05 Oak Street

4

at 12 1-2c

-.—

lb.

a

—

12 m
42-

a rn

Weather
condition*

forenoon
fair
fair
clear
clear
clear
fair

Precip-

itation

afternoon
fair
fair
clear
clear

Wed
83—
Thurs o2—
4«—
Fri
27—
67—
Bat
28—
60—
Suu
30
60—
fair.cloudy
Mon
3044fair
Tue* 36
47— cloudy,fair
fair
Total rainfall for month, 1.68 inches
—

December

in

recess

Mary
for

recess.

arrived home last

Michaelis,

five

months,

Friday.
The Thursday
Mrs.

has

Macoraber.

been

Beans,” you’ll

if you “know

these

say

bold

amazing value—and PINTO BEANS

fine, cither baked

do taste

sure

Saturday

Roll-call,

society will
vestry

food in their

it

our

‘‘Cash atul

Carry System"

saves

you

Clement and
Shea, Clare
Wlilts Dunn left Monday for Bath, where
they have employment.

real money.

Margaret Ford, w’ho for the pest
employed in Augusta

Miss

few months has been

Sunny-Monday
10-lb

n

soap, bar,
Karo syrup, can,

Salt l*i rk, lb,

Superba Dandelion,

can,

Libber Spinach, can,
s >da Cracker*,
lb,
Heinz pure Olive Oil,
hot.

Heinz pure Olive
can,

5! ,0
10c
28c
22c

1

qt

is

tl 35

Climax Coffee, lb,

H»c

visiting in Ellsworth.

Capt. W.

L.

who is stationed at

Swift’s Jewel shortening,
25C

lb,

1HC

Climax Tea, lb,

pt

:«c

Onions, best quality, lb,

e9c

Mrs. E.

A.

Hath,

for

Eastport, spent

the

Lermona

left

last

where Mr. Lermond is

Saturday

employed.

expects to remain several months.
Postmaster L. B. Coombs and Everett

She

2!4c

Gray

of South

Brooksville

in Ells-

were

on business Monday and Tuesday.
East Surry Red Cross auxiliary w ill
give a dance at Rural hall this evening.
Ice-cream will be served, and supper at

worth

J. A. HAYNES,

mSUSr

The

Mias Beth
at

of

WALL
with very small change in

RARER
prices

a

which are less than last year.
SERVICE FLAGS

one.

Put one

start

his

w

is

instructor in the

now

&

SON

—Established 1807—

□AVID
M»lri Strsat

or

Night Service

DAVID LINNEHAN
T*laphona

117-1

countries

EYE DEFECTS

Ellsworth, Ms.

and

a

Demand the Skill of Ex-

pert*, Trained Specialists
rect Them.

EDW. H. BAKER, Ejesight Special!*
65 Oak

Apr. 1 to Oct.

C. Abram entertained relatives

few friends at her

home

afternoon,

street

Sunday

first

birthday.

There

will be

on

her

Grant

seventy-

Refreshments

were

St., Ellsworth, Me.
1.

a

special meeting

of the

Knights of Columbus
Friday afternoon at 3. A large attendance is desired, as important business
is to come before the club.

woman’s club

at

hall

Reuben Treworgy and wife have received word of the safe arrival of their
son
Laurence at a foreign port. Mr.

Treworgy

Who Know How to Cor-

Public Car
Day

and foreign

the leading companies of this

FRIEND
Ellsworth

Co. school

served.

FIRE AND AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE

at

negative depart-

Kodak

there.

C. BURRIL.L

Small but well selected stock
money-saving prices.
Rtpalrlng of all kind*

Wesley

schoouer

York to visit her husband, who

ment of the Eastman

STCET

left Monday to

Peterson

vessel, the

Edgartown, Mass.
Harold Hooper left Monday night

Mrs.

fifty couples

About

cast.

in the

Music

dancing.

was

orchestra

F. Fulled, who built a new store
State street last year for bis wall paper
and paint business, has already found it
The parnecessary to enlarge the store.

dividing
in the

the store

rear

feet, giving him
the

Later
rear

work

from the work

store

a

20x21 feet in

now

extension will be

an

of the

eight

has been set back

building

built

on

The last
for the

literature club

will be held

Monday

even-

ing, April 8, with Mrs. Harry E. RoweRollcall, “Incidents of Camp Life,” papers, “Flags, Our Own and Our Allies,”
by Miss Alice Mullan, “Great Generals,

Present,” by

Miss Giles.

The

A

large attendance is

presiding.

This

is

change of the term
fourth Tuesday,
made by the last legislature.
The grand
jurors will report *u 10 a. m. that day, ana
the traverse jurors at 10 a. m. Thursday,
Naturalization cases will be
April 25.
from the second

beard

training

in

Massa- ;

to the

Wednesday, April

24.

Congressman John A. PtterB, who came
a
few da>s after attending the
republican State convention at Portland,
home for

Monday

his return to

on

Washington.

his first visit home since Christmas.
He reports an optimistic feeling in Washington as to war conditions, especially
men.
War legislation
among military
overshadows everything else, and republicans
and
are
democrats
working
shoulder to shoulder for the successful
of
the war.
prosecution
It

was

Davis, formerly of Ellsworth,
Saturday at his home in Newport,*
after a short illness of pneumonia.
Mr.
Colin E.

died

Davis

was

born

in

son

Ellsworth
of

years ago,
Davis of Dollardtown.

the late

fifty-eight
Benjamin

For several

years
in the market business in

he

was engaged
Ellsworth, moving from here to Dexter

years ago, and two years ago to
Newport. For the past few* years he had
been travelling representative for large

Borne

manufacturers of
in

that

sous

and

milking machines,
capacity had visited Ellsworth

times.

He leaves

and three

daughters.

a

All

Newport except
daughter, Mrs. O’Reilley,
dren live in
is in

widow,

four

the chilmarried

one

whose

Finland has sent to the German governa protest against the arrest of Major

Major Emery’s

is
requested. The protest is
Finland’s reponse to representations made
by American, British and French diplomats. A writer in the Manchester, N. H.,
Union says: “Those who were in college
who studied
with Harry Emery, or
political economy under his tutelage
after he became Prof. Henry C. Emery, or

liberation

who knew' him later
United States tariff

as

chairman
will

of the

Yankees than be.”
There

will

be

of the following members of the committee:
Erastus F. Redman, president, 82
Brent street, Dorchester;
Miss
Marion

Bartlett, vice-president, 27 Everett street,
Cambridge; Miss Ella F. Jordan, secretary, 204 Hemenway street, Boston;

hearsal to be announced later.

Stetson

SI'SPBCT

Foster, treasurer, 6 Hamilton
Mr. and Mrs. L> man L.
704 Commonwealth avenue, Boston;
Mrs. Robert S. Leighton, 100 Winslow
street, Everett; Mrs. Fred H. Kendrick,
20 Wellington street, Boston; Mrs. Helen
M. Tripp, 512 Main street, Concord Junction; Franklin I. Jordan, 32 Endicott
street, Newton Highlands; Howard H.
Adams, 44 Whitfield road, West Somerville; Walter L. Smith, 337 Warren street,
Roxbury; Charles F. Jordan, 100 Winslow
street, Everett; Oliver L. Anderson, 8
Chatham street, Cambridge.

place, Boston;

ESCAPED.

Case

on

Lord,

Train Last Even-

ing, But Man Disappears.
suspected of having smallpox

A

man

discovered

was

the

on

north-bound

train

j

reaching Ellsworth at 6.20 last evening.
Before the

escaped

train

Bangor

reached

vigilance of
and had disappeared.
The case is peculiar, and
the

he had

trainmen,

the

to

in addition

Saturday, \pril 6. at Columbu-* hall—
dancing party, from 4*to ti.

danger of contagion if thecase is small-

the

Juvenile

pox, may involve a clash between railroad
authorities and health officials. At all

Friday evening, April 19, at Hancock
ball—Camouflage minstrels by ladies of
the Red Cross, followed by dancing. Tickets, 35 cents; gallery seats, 15 cents extra.

investigation seems likely.
case was
The first suspicion of the
raised by Dr. John B. Thomas, a prominent Portland surgeon, who was on the
train returning from a professional visit

events,

an

Eastport.

at

He

boarded the

suspicions
addressed

cidence,

at
at

were

who

man,

Machias, and bis
aroused. He
once

but

by

curious

a

the conductor

as

Green Mountain

25,

was

case

leaving

and

aiuert'-stnimta.

j

WALL PAPERS,

PAINTS, VARNISHES, Etc.

telephone

a

sent to Dr. King, health
Ellsworth, who met the train

was

message
officer at

Large

line of paper to select
from, latest patterns, all new

here.
The train

was

held

King got

while Dr.

rules

They argued

the

man

should

that

time

some

telephone

the railroad

munication with

Bangor.

here for

into

printed.

the

the

smallpox,

looked like

as

coin-

telegram, he
met Dr. Hodgkins, who had beeu making !
a professional call at Franklin. Dr. Hodg- I
kins agreed with Dr. Thompson that the ]
train at Franklin to file

stock,

com-

officials at
under

be taken

at my

STORE ON STATE STREET

NEW

the

ELLSWORTH

from the

here, but Dr. King argued that there
was no pest house here, no opportunity
for taking care of the man, and that the
train

case

positively diagnosed

had not been

C. F. FULLER
Hanger

1

Painter and Paper

as

smallpox.
f

inally it was arranged mat me
taken through to Bangor, and

trainmen,

it

is

WANTED

inan

the

understood,

on a

were

leave the train, and allow no other passengers to enter the car. it is understood
the doors of the car were not locked.
When the train reached

empty.

The man’s

Bangor, the

name was not takon
and he was not told

physicians,
they suspected

car

by

high-grade, private dairy farm,

located near Boston, two experienced
milkers, two experienced teamsters.
Single men. Must be competent and
sober. Good pay. Good food. Comfortable quarters.
Only desire men
who want permanent work. In an-

not to allow him or the five I
other passengers in the smoking-car to
cautioned

was

state age. previous experience
and present wage.

| swering,

the
what i

the disease to be. It is
understood his home is in Bangor. He
had been working in East Macbias, and
had returned there from Bangor Monday.

1

|

WAVENEY
88 Pearl St.,

Seal

FARM,
Boston, Mass.

Cove Man Burned To Death.

Home-Made

John Lunt of Seal Cove lost his life in a
came near destroying his home
on Wednesday evening, March 27.
tire which
Mr.

Pomona

In the schedule of Green Mountain
Pomona grauge meetings as published
last week, one error appeared. The meeting with Mt. View grange, Town Hill,
will be on November 12, not November

telegram to Dr. Lewis Hodg-

a

Ellsworth,

kins at

the

saw'

train

Lunt,

who

lived

alone,

was

and

an

big patriotic meeting invalid and practically helpless. He was
chusetts since last October.
Mr. Heed.
at Hancock hall next Saturday evening, cared for
by a neighbor,
The Ellsworth banks to-day received | in line with similar meetings held all While Mr. Heed was absent for but a few'
the registered bonds of the first and sec ! over this land. The meeting has a double minutes, it is supposed Mr. Lunt obtained
ond liberty loans, and subscribers to tbese sigmticance.
It marks the first anni- a match for the purpose of smoking, and
bonds may secure them at the bank versary of the entrance of this country set fire to the bed.
When Mr. Heed returned, the flames
into the world war, and also inaugurates
through which they purchased them.
The Baptist church aid society had a the campaign for the third liberty loan. had gained headway, and Mr. Lunt was
fire was extinguished with
dead. The
glad Easter. The pastor announced that While the full program for the meeting
the full missionary offering had been met cannot yet be announced, it will include difficulty.
I Funeral services for the unfortunate
for the year, and |45 raised on tbe extra an address by some prominent out-ofmo
ing*
million for war work, every siugle bill town speaker, and the singing of patriotic mao were held Fii ay
has been in

Boston—Ellsworth reunion. Tickets, including war tax, 55 cents, may be obtained

business

lack

board,
confidence in his ability to extricate himsome
manner
of means, from bis
self, by
predicament as a prisoner of Germany.
There are mighty few more resourceful
not

dist

their

for, and illumination of homes
places in the evening is requested. All who took part in the community sing held recently are urged to
join in this meeting, and to attend a re-

and

be

ment

Crosby Emery.

Wednesday evening, April 3, at Methovestry—Sociable; 10 cents.
Friday, April 5, at Paul Revere hall

to turn out

also called

home

Arlington, Mass.

Henry

COMING EVENTS.

no

of Ells-

re-

April term of the supreme judicial
for Hancock county will open at
Ellsworth, Tuesday, April 23. with Justice
Philbrook

people

for the

in full force and give
patriotic enthusiasm. A
general display of Hags on Saturday is

The

Warren C.

It will need

chorus.

a

second invitation
vent to

meeting of the

season

songs, led by

worth
enlarge the

to

room.

several

inter at

Mrs. M.

CLOTHING

Co.

Abbott, which has been hauled up for the

for New

J. A. THOMPSON

Hepreseuting some of

Express

Capt. John

bright blue, thick,

Allow prices. Not the kind with thin cotton stars,
felt stars. Compare this
quality with others before you buy
■>ut for your
boy "Over There.”

cT

with

Everett S. Royal and George C. Pierson
where they
left Monday for Portland,
w ill be employed for a short time by the
American

MAIN

spending au Easter
her mother, Mrs.

is

week

teaching

Fred H. Macornber.

except Hath room and Oatmeals

but

who is

Macombtr,

Hkowhegan,

recess

local

a

11 o’clock.

As usual

secure a

left

patrol,

Pratt of the coast

week-end at his home here.

loc

1

Oil,

The annual Easter Monday ball of
Senator Hale hose company took place at
Hancock ball Monday
evening. There
was no play, as the firemen were unable

in accordance with the

sociable by the young
| society at the

a

!

He i

Suspicious

Cornelius

t

Co. G., 14tb
He was seventy-one years "x>f age.
leaves a wife and seven children.

coming year.
quested.

vestry this evening.

Here’s Further Evidence

war, having
Maine infantry.

week

of the Methodist

people

He

of the Civil

SMALLPOX

afternoon.

There will be

stewed!

or

Methodist

sale of cooked

a

moved

fall.

court

The ladies of the

an

are

last

be followed
papers will
by a business
meeting and election of officers for the

current events.

I

now-

borne

club will meet this

H.

F.

who

returned

is

Mr. Hardison

served with

Past and

Mrs.

with

veteran

a

tition

C. L. Morang and wtfe, who have spent

away

Dresser

big British lighting

of the

Charles

week.

Eyes, Pea Beans, etc., cost you around 18c ;
here's a special lot of superior PINTO BEANS—rich
in i u t r it ion and of nice tiavoi—priced at 12’*c a lb.

was

McKinnon of Bangor
spent Easter in Ellsworth.
Robert H. Blaisdcll of West Sullivan
is visiting bis cousin, H. W. Dunn.
Paul D. Tapley is at home from the Uni-

Yellow

France.

in

one

here from West Sullivan

size.

Florida,

boy,

on

Pauline

few weeks in

Martin L.

expedition-

of five
by Higgins’
pieces. Refreshments were served by the
Ellsworth Soldier Boys’ club.

Ellsworth.

of Maine for the Easter

letter from Lieut.
with the American

of about six weeks.

room

a

the coast artillery,
during the winter at

“tanks.”

Arthur Studer and family have moved
back t» Brooklyn, N. Y.

versity

in

furnished

Town spent Eas-

Edward Card of Old

now

participated

Average temperature for month, 29.4°
"
March, 1917,81.6

ter

city of Sidney R. BonMonday of his safe
Mr. Bonsey enlisted

stationed

was

driving

to

—

Miss

ELEGANT BEANS

midnight.J

Temperature

in this

Sabin O. Hardison died Friday at his
home on East Maple street after an illness

Kudlng at Midnight Tuesday,
April 8, 1918.

at

Alexander

W. A.

surely here.

woodcock

a

worth

| From observation*
taken at
the powei
station of the Bar Harbor & Union Bivei
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation is
given !n inches for the twenty-four hours

at a

EDWARD 11. BAKER. Graduate

Week

For

P.

ary forces in France, states that he recently met Charles Dresser, a former Ells-

ELL8WOBTH.

IN

is

A recent

hour before mail closes.
WEATHER

Alton

Mrs.

borne the list of this week.

will return

Hall,

AT POSTOPFJCR

Registered mail should be at postofflee half
an

friends of

many

Fort Williams, Portland.

Going Wrht-10.30 a m; 5.50 p m.
Going East—6.10 am; 3.35 p m.

AHr fall when 1
into the optical

J

in

Royal, who underwent an operation for
appendicitis at the Eastern Maine general
hospital at Bangor last week, are pleased
to bear that she is recovering rapidly.
Rev. R. H. Moyle and wife left last week
for Westerly, R. IM to be present at the
celebration of the golden wedding anniversary of Mrs. Moyle’s parents. They

and

D.

R if CKIV E

Week Da ye.
From West-8.41 a ro; 4.14 p m.
From East-11.10 a m; 6.22 pm.

No. 14.

around.

last
MAIL8

were

sty received word
arrival in France.

KLL8WORTH POSTOPP1CK.

In

absolutely free from
Sunday school, and
reported all bills paid and
There was a happy smile all

Eighty

the treasurer

i

'dbbtrtiwmente.

and the church

debt.

day.
Relatives

SCHEDULE OP MAILS
AT

paid

i”4?5££

1918.

FOR

a

Marmalade
Shrub
SALE

Miss Caroline

Harrington

Ellsworth,

Mains

Storage Batteries Repaired and
Recharged
Batteries Tested

A.
68 State
I

P.

Free

ROYAL,

8t., next Court Houne, Klin worth

SUNDAY SCHOOL
Lesson 1.—Second Quarter, April
7, 1918.

rejectet

KU«**r«rth. Me.

WALL.
THE ROSE STILL GROWS BEYOND THE

(Bp

j
|

grew and blossomed fair and tall,
Slowly rising to loftier height.
It came to a crevice in the wall
Through which there shone a beam of

Compound.

light.

on

the other side.

The light, the dew, the broadening view
Were found the same as they were before;
And it lost itself in the beauties new.
Breathing its fragrance more and more.
Shall claim of death cause us to grieve
And make our courage faint or fail?
Nay! Let us failh and hope receive:
The rose still grows beyond the wall.

Scattering fragrance far and wide.
Just Vs it did in days of yore;

o u \.u

RVUU

work for me and J know it will
others if they will give it a fair trial.*'
—Mrs. Lizzie Courtney, 108 8th Ave.,
West, Oskaloosa, Iowa.
Why will women drag along from day
to day, year in and year out, suffering
such misery as did Mrs. Courtney, when
such letters ss this are continually being
published. Every woman who suffers

Thanks for the poem, it will be helpothers, for life's changes and exto ail.

from displacements, irregularities, inflammation, ulceration, backache, ner-

or who is passing through the
of Life should give this famous
root snd herb remedy, Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, atrial. For
special advice write Lydia E. Pinkham
Medicine Co., Lynn. Mass. The result
of its long experience is at your service.

vousness,

Change

ARMY; VOLUNTEERS

Father Also Offers Two
Boys Under Age for War and
Own Services.

season

very opportune,
of stress and large
is

responsibilities. This,
dens

too, is helpful, beit will strengthen those whose bur-

are

St.

Cloud.

Minn.—With

live

sons

already In the service—three In the
army and two In the navy—Thomas
Condon

of

St.

Cloud. 60 years

old,

appeared before the local recruiting
office with three more sons. The father and three sons sought to enlist.
The recruiting officer found two of
the applicants were too young and
the father Is. of course, Jtoo old. The
fourth. 10 years old, was accepted,
making six from one family In the service.

The following letter

cause

The

at the earnest
solicitation of the father, promised to
find something for him and the sons,
1" and 18 to do.

recruiting_of!icer,

meeting of unusual

A

Dear Aunt Madge:
This is indeed a very solemn time, and we
are all together (I mean of every religion) i
keeping Holy week in this way a silent
noon boor and many prayers are going up
for the boys.
Anyone would notice the change in New
York. Every me is more courteous. All life
seem* on a higher plane and the heart feels
lighter as oie sees the '•boys’* here and there J
all around looking so strong aud brave, so
It is not imsf ination*
gentle and hopeful.
but really every face seems to have a look of
and
faith
inspiration,
your
grows strong.
Ob, I wish I could talk to you face to face
and tell the dear M. B.'s all about it. The
great battle is on, but we will surely win.
Yours very truly.
Harriet Barnes.

sonville, Fla.,

was

read.

SEDGWICK, 244.
an interesting
program Inrecitations by Beatrice Closson and
Marvin Orcutt, question, “How can we

March 29

cluded

members to take

induce indifferent

part

in grange programs?” opened by worthy
master, and discussion, “Resolved, That

to-day

more

to do

hundred

years

ago;” afflrmitive, worthy master,

nega-

of

women

the

than

of

women

have

one

ACRE

VIpSPAA

The lecturer presented

the chair.

The hlock at the left of the vertical
line ahowa acre yield without spraying,
or wkh spraying only with Insecticide.
The block at the right ahowa acre yield
when vlnee were sprayed with combined
Insecticide and fungicide.
Results are thoae secured by different
agricultural experiment stations.

o’clock.

The first two degrees will be given at
the next meeting.

April

Tremont, where

April 13 Maine, was cut In half because of the
Every* i attack of a fungus disease. Potato
food.
hugs take their toll alt over the counmbvokial resolutions.
try. No aectton Is free from the early
Our chain has again been broken
blight. The boslness farmer foresees
P.

our

fraternal

profit.

Potato Spraying Brings Results.
These astonishing results are secured
only by proper spraying. First, the
poison of the spray kilts the potato
beetles. Second, the spray so discourages the destructive flea beetles as to
cut down by nine-tenths the damage
which they do. Third, the early blight
Is prevented, and the vines allowed to
come to full maturity.
Fourth, ttpburn is reduced so it amounts to but
little; and fifth, the potato btigbt and
rot is stopped.
How

ment,

Alma

is

is

at

Steamship

tbe

T. E. D.

CUT THIS OUT—IT 19 WORTH MONEY
DON’T MISS THIS. Cot out this slip, enclose with 5c mod mail it to Foley & Co.,
2*86 Sheffield Ave., Chicago
111., writing
your name and address clearly. You wifi
j receive in return a trial package containing
I Foley’s Honey and Tar
Compound, for
coughs, colds and croup; Foley Kidney Pills,
for pain in
sides and back, rheumatism,
and bladder ailments;
backache, kidney
Foley Cathartic Tablet* a wholesome,
j and
and thoroughly cleansing cathartic for constipation. biliousness, headache aud sluggish bowels.—Moore’s Drug Htore

Co. at

———

r.T

.—'

ready

several dealers in

been ordered

last

Thursday
at |5O,C00.

of
The collection
non-perishable
foodstuffs in Jar and canned form undertaken by the food for France fund
to be used for the wounded soldiers
in the French hospitals is going on
with unabated success in New York.
The photo shows a fund worker sorting some of the contributions.

Sunday evening. PresiBangor theological sem-

Einter concert

dent Beach of tbe

addressed the

inary

of tbe concert, and

audience at tbe close
referred in

a

pleasing

the

harmony and good fellowship existing between the twocuurchea.
Mountain Kebekah lodge gave an entertainment and supper at Odd Fellows
hall Friday evening, for tbe benefit of the
Bed Cross. Tbe program
consisted of
tableaux, readings, songs and a farce,
t4Tbe Red Cross in Squasbville,” written
by Mrs. Frank McGouidrick of Bar Harbor.
There was a large attendance, and the entertainment was enjoyed by all.
Tne Pine Tree minstrels made their
second appearance at the town ball Thursday evening, before a crowded house.
manuer to

unqualified

The show

was so

humorous

worlrof Clarke and Parker as
being eepeciaily well received.

end

men

success, the

was

held under the auspices of
K. of P.« for the pur-

thanks

to tbe

tributed

so

many

friends

largely to the

who

success

con-

of

tbe

entertainment.

April

8.

1.
___________________

Itching. bleeding. protruding or blind pile*
have yieided to Doan’* Ointment. 60c at all
drug alorea—Advt.

jUmmurautr*

food

federal

administrator.

|

Cramps-Chills
Sprains-Strains
and many other common atlraont*
all yield qaickiy to that wonderfully

soothing, healing, pain destroying

JOHNSON'S
Liniment
Orer 100 yo»ni of npl»»ndi<i sueeosa.
Whothnr
internally or nwrnally it is erer humanity's grut

“Friend in Need”
GOLDEN I
TONIC I

"I am thoroughly convinced that applying fertilizer broadcast, on or too

James E. Murray, aged sixty-five, of : near the surface. Is a mistake, as the
Eddington Bend, met a horrible death I little feeding rootlets of the potato
Friday at Eddington, when be fell on the have a roost wonderful way of senrchsaw of a wood-sawing machine.
It was ! Ing for and finding fertilizer, and to
supposed be was seized with a dizzy spell, draw these near the surface between
and fell forward on the saw, which cut ! the rows and then cut them off with
terrible gashes in his head and shoulder. * the cultivator does not give the best
Death was instantanaous.
results, hence our effort to get some
of the fertilizer below the seed piece.
My objection to applying fertilizer with
CAPE RUBIER.
WOMKN HRAVFR THAN MKN
Women often do their daily tacks in home,
The fishermen are beginning to bring the planter is the difficulty In getting
office or factory while suffering pain and
the fertilizer deep enough without
misery that would put a man in bed. How- ! in catches of cod.
planting the seed piece too deep, and
ever, much of women’s suffering can he alleviher
Mrs.
is
son
Arthur
visiting
Gray
ated.
Backacke, sore muscles, stiff joints,
| then, too, we never succeeded In
rheumatic pains.dizziness and like symptoms Cornelius in New York.
spreading and applying the fertilizer
| are caused by disordered kidneys and bladNormsn Hale cut his band quite badly
der.
Mrs. Thos. Davis. Montgomery. Ind.,
In as wide a ribbon as does the dls1 writes: “I doctored several months without while
sawing wood with a sawing outfit.
relief, when 1 commenced using Foley Kidoev
trlbutor. Eighteen hundred pounds of
|
and *ot re,*et Fight bottles cured me
1
Friends of Val Black will be glad to ; fertilizer
per acre has proven to be
Ssfe, harmless: quick results —Moore’s Drug
learn he has been appointed a lieutenant ; the most profitable amount to use, and
; Store
in the navy.
potash, even in these war times, has
Murray Veague, with a crew of men, is been proven both economical and necrepairing the cape bridge, which was essary, 3 per cent being used this
badly damaged by ioe.
year.”—Earl Dilatush in Rural New
The weirmen are getting out material Yorker.

j

|

traps, which have
destroyed by tbe ioe.
April 1.

Coughs-Colds j

APPLYING FERTILIZER.

food stuffs have

to appear before the

to rebuild their

3

Eastport

afternoon, with a loss estimated
The Htale food administration will soon
have organized a thorough system of inspection for the detection of violations of
the food administration regulations. Al-

for treat-

To Mend Marble Ornaments.
To mend marble ornaments, plaster
of Paris, finely powdered, is
soaked in as much saturated solution
of alum as It will absorb. The mixture is baked in u slow oven, and when
hard It is ground to a powder. This
powder, mixed In water and applied
like plaster, sets very hard, will take
a
very good polish, and. if
properly
! colored, makes a capital imitation of
kind
of
marble.
any

destroyed the wharf, freight bouse
warehouse
of
the
Eastern
large

Fire

improving.

April 1.

The remainder of our lesson chapter
(vss. 31-37) tells of one who was deaf 1
and could not speak plainly. This man
he took aside from the multitude, put
his fingers into his ears, spit and
touched his tongue, looked up to
heaven and said, “Be opened,” and instantly the man could hear, and he
spoke plainly. This healing was after
he returned from Tyre and Sldon to
the Sea of Galilee. Why he took such
different ways of healing people I cannot tell unless it was to deliver us
from expecting to be used or blessed
like some one else. We must hear him
say. as we are tempted to consider his
dealings with others, “What is that to
thee, follow thou me.” Taking him
aside from the multitude reminds us
of the blind man whom he took by
the hand and led out of the town; and
of the noisy crowd whom he put out of
the house of Jalrus. In his own way
as seemeth best to him he. doeth ail
things well, and his way is always

HITTERY TO CARIBOU.

and

Spurling, who
Eastern Maine general hospital
Mrs.

Devens.

box supper will be served.
is requested to br ng a box of
a

has

L

Camp

u.nl army at

Tbe Congregational
Sunday school
doited with tbe Baptist school in BQ

transacted.

That mid scenes to us so familiar,
We shall behold him uo more.
But if. as many have told us.
There is a heaven most fatr.
We think God. io His Infinite mercy
Win surely find room for him there.’*

gone to
her school began

iiHti

invited to the hall

Frost,
brother. Alton
nil these troubles, and Insures to probody, desire to express our
I tect himself against loss from bugs,
We
dare
not
life.
his
of
deep appreciation
beetles and blights.
ask why we are called upon to meet this loss,
The diagram shows something of the
as it is not for us to question the decree of
Increase of the potato crop which may
our Divine Master; therefore, be it,
Rriotrtd. That we extend our heartfelt
he expected from spraying. At the left
sympathy to the bereaved family, and we of the heavy vertical line are shown
assure them that their loss is our loss.
the crops grown either without sprayfiesolr ed. That ss a token of respect, which
ing or with only the half-spray—the
we feel for our departed brother, we drape
spray which “gets” the hugs but does
our charter for thirty days.
At the right
not prevent the btights.
R+mUvtd. That a copy of these resolutions
the crop has received a complete spray.
be sent to the bereaved family, also a copy
seut to The Ellsworth American and BanSpraying has evidently done more than
gor Oommetcinl for publication; also a copy
merely guarantee to the fnrmer that
**n
our
records.
plated
he will get back what he puts Into the
‘•Tis bard to part with our brother.
crop—for It has turned a splendid
To feel his life's )ou«ney is o'er;

mother last week.
Agues Ward has returned to Griswold for the spring term of school.

Mrs. E. P. Tucker has gone to Boston to
with her husband, who was successfully operated on for appendicitis Saturday.
Word has been received that Corporal
H*rry Uillis baa arrived safely in France.
His brother Levi left Friday to join the
be

pose of creating a war fund. W. H. Osgood had full charge ot the arrangements
and Rev. Mr. Trafton and Sopt. Linscott
The lodge extends
directed the music.

450, MURRY.
meeting two new members
Ttoe lecturer presented an
were elected.
interesting program. The meetings will
now be held
on Saturday evenings at 8

was

P. P. Merrill, F. B, Snow, W. W. Wesoolt, W. E. Stover and L, H. Sibley attended the republican State
convention.

Keewayden lodge,

ARBUTUS,

in

Helen Merrill went to Orono
Satto visit ber sister Doris at
the
of
Maine.
University
Miss

urday

The show

At the last

public

Mre. A. C. Kinney and two
children
left Monday for Ureenboro, Vt.
Mias Bertha Greene went to
Bangor
last week to visit her aunt, Mrs.
Frank
Prince.

made their first appearance before a local
ai d received generous applause.

will be carried out.

March 30, much business

week.

audience

good

a

one

Mention should be made of tbe two male
quartettes whose singing compared most
favorably with that of many high-priced
professionals heard in this town. Reuben
Osgood, Jacob Butler and Hay Thurston

Miss

West

OASIS' POTATOSS

program of clippinga, songs and stories.
At the next meeting a patriotic program

we. as a

Thurston of Tremont visited

Margaret Dolliver

DUE

RAINBOW, 'MS. NORTH BROOKSVILLK.
March 28, the worthy overseer was in

H’Amai.

her

Miss

INCREASE IN YIELD
TO SPRAYING.

tive, Ella Thurston. The worthy master
read an interesting address given by the
Btate master. A report of lecturers’ conference was given by the lecturer.

by the death of

town last week.
Mrs. Fred

held

was

Two degrees were given to a class of
A war program was given. An Interesting letter from a member, Bergeant
Louis D. King, who is training at Jack-

one

in

was

264.
interest

three.

when

SEAWALL.
of Lakeview

What Is the cost of the fertilizer and
which you use on the crop?
How much does the seed cost you?
What should you charge for the use
of the land?
What part of the money which you
put in do you actually get back?
The chances are that you cannot answer all of these questions.
Probably
no one can.
The figures will vary In
different cases. Yet what you know,
and what all potato farmers know. Is
that this year labor costs more than
ever before, fertilizers are more difficult to get. and good seed Is hard to
find.
Your Investment In the potato
crop will be more this year than It usually Is—and even under the best of
conditions It Is so high that you shiver
at the thought of losing the crop.
In 184S the potato blight caused the
great Irish famine, and half a million
people starved to death (because of
the failure of the crop). In 1917 the
potato crop of Aroostook county.
manure

March 26.

The

Nbw York, March 25, ISIS.

Harper

crop?

MARlAVlLi.lt. 441.

FOOD FOR FRANCE FUND

Osmond

Hnw much does It cost YOU to rafke
acre of potatoes?
How much of your own labor, or
that of your men, goes Into the potato
an

__

AMO!NK

IN-

Spraying Insure* the Potato Farmer
Agalnet Loss From, Bugs,
Beetles and Blights.

will be served.

of

Elizabeth Qrtndle returned
trom
tbe Bangor hospital last week.

ELLSWORTH.

NORTH

program, and ice-cream

will furnish the

unusually heavy and hard to be

borne.

(Gen. 6:5, 12).

389,

meeting, children’s night,the children

next

the

ful to

coming at Ibis

POTATO
PROTECTING THE
VESTMENT.

recess

Mi»a

Article No. 1.

reason.
N1 COLIN,

Minnesota
Dear Aunt Madge:
I have heard quite a lot of wondering that
there have not been more letters for Aunt
Madge this long, cold winter, but as spring
is nearing Ido hope the warm weather will
soon come and send them along.
I am sending you a piece of poetry that
from California sent me little
a friend
more than a year ago.
I have read it mnch
in the past year, and 1 think it b&s been a
me.
I
do
not
know
tc
many of the M B’s
help
personally, bnt all their letters are of interest
to me. I know X. Y. Z. of Bernard, but she
Rdoes not write very often.

come

good

Easter

a-

| tnunications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected.without

NEWS!

BLUEHI1X.
The academy cleeed Friday
[ot

Our Potato
Column

following program was presented at
“AmerO kaloosn, Iowa.—" For years I was the meeting March 16: singing,
simpiv in misety from a weakness and * ica,” grange; readings, worthy master,
'_awful pains—and Lizzie ^Nason, Edna
Burns; original
notmng seemed to ; poem, Carrie Moore; piano solo, Marjorie
do me any good. A
Richard son.
friend advised me
BAY8IDK. 476, BLL8WOBTH.
to take Lydia E.
Pinkham’s VegeThere waa a large attendance at the last
I
table Compound.
1
The degrees were conferred on
did so and got re- meeting.
contest closed with
I I one candidite. The
lief right away.
reCaptain Estey the w inner by 4,000 points.
can certainly
commend this valu- 1
HARBOR8IDK 478, SOUTH BROOKSVILLK,
able medicine 13
March 27, forty-six were present. A fine
other women who
suffer, for it has supper was served by the sisters. At the

6 SONS IN

Just aa it did on the other side.
Just as it will forevermore.

periences

|

C OUNTY

»...

The

help

length

in

Pinkham’s Vegetable

UUtlv

As it

And unfolded itself

capable or in vss.
21-23. As the age draws to a close the
manifestation of the evil that is in the
heart of man will greatly increase, for
he said that at the time of his coming
again as the Son of Man. which means
his coming in glory to set up his Kingdom on earth, after the marriage of
the Lamb, things will be as they were
in the days of Noah (Luke 17 :26). It
is written that in the days of Noah
“God saw that the wickedness of man
was great in the earth, and that every
imagination of the thoughts of his heart
was only evil continually, for all flesh
had corrupted his way upon the earth

perfect.

Frink.)

Onward it crept, with added strength.
With never a thought of fear or pride;
It followed the light through the crevice’s

Heart ana wnat it is

(Gen. 32:26).

L.

shady wall a rose once grew.
Budded and blossomed, in Oed’s free light.
Watered and fed by morning dew.
Shedding its sweetness day and night.
Near

second section

We do not wonder that he went
away from all this hypocrisy and formalism of the Scribes and Pharisees to
be refreshed by the faith of the S.vrophenician woman (vss. 24:30). The
account of this incident in Matt. 15:28
is a little more full in some respects
than the record in oar lesson ; but, taking both together, we learn that this
woman of Canaan, who was a Greek,
had a daughter who was grievously afflicted by an unclean spirit, and hearing of Jesus she came and fell at his
feet, beseeching him that he would
heal her daughter.
Note that she
heard of Jesus; that is the great thing
we are here for. to make him known,
to cause people to hear of him. Unless
people are learning of him through ns
our lives are not bearing the fruit desired, and we are In some measure failures, and may be ashamed before him
at his coming (1 John 2:28). This
woman having heard of his wondrous
works believed that he could surely
heal her daughter, and with hnmhle
persistent faith, came to him,. addressing him first as Son of David, but to
this appeal he made no reply, perhaps
because as Son of David he could do
nothing for her. Then his disciples,
for their own comfort, asked him to
send her away, for they said: "She
crieth after us.”
Her next word was, Lord help me,
to which he replied that it was not
meet to take the children's bread and
cast it to dogs. Even this did not discourage her, and she said: “Truth,
Lord; yet the dogs eat the crumbs
which fall from their master’s table.”
Mow she prevails and Is rewarded by
his word: “O woman, great is thy
faith, be it unto thee even as thou
wilt." From that hour her daughter
was well, and so she found her when
she went home, and lying upon the
bed. Another Instance of the faith of
one prevailing for another; but oh,
such faith, the kind that takes the
lowest place, but will take no denial.
Giving him his right place, and taking
our place as sinners, but, like Jacob,
clinging in our weakness with, “I will
not let thee go except thou bless me"

A.

Mrs. Courtney Tells How She
Was Cured by Lydia E.

'fc'ranuits.

ii'f

This column is devoted to the Grange, espec tally to the granges of Hancock county
Thecofamn is open to ail graugers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed exAll comcept by permission of the writer.

__

The AMERICAN.

of the lesson
which he repeats one of his great sayings. “If any
man have ears to hear let him hear"
(vs. 16), sets before us the truth that
real defilement comes not so much
from what we eat or drink as from the
wicked heart within us all, for, “The
heart is deceitful 4»bove all things and
desperately wicked; Who can know
it?" (Jer. 17:9). Consider our Lord’s
words concerning the wicked
own
The

to

1

for!

“Helpful and Hopeful

all communications

Amofiu

MISERY

MADGE”.

communications, and Us success depends largely
Comon the support given It In this respect
munications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval ot
nonrejection by the editor of the column, but
without rood reason. Address
will be

Text of the Lesson. Mark 7:24-35—
Memory Verse. Mark 7:37—Golden
Text, John 8:38—Commentary Prepared by Rev. D. M. Stearns.

chapter (vss. 14-23).

SORT

The purposes of this column are aucclne y
1
stated In the title and motto—It Is for ihe mut
enetit, and alms to t*e helpful ami hopeful
Being for the common good, It Is for the com
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of In
formation and suggestion, a medlntn for the In
terchange oi Ideas, It* this capacity It solicits

INTERNATIONAL SERIES

It is probable that Jesus’ discourse on
the Living Bread, as recorded in John
6, was given between the last lesson
and this one, emphasizing the Bread
from Heaven as the great need of all,
even himself, apart from whom there
is no Ufe, and giving assurance that
his words are both spirit and life.
The first section of our lesson chanter (vss. 1-13) deals with those who
know and have nothing real, but only
an outward form of religion, consisting of ceremonial washings and doctrines of men which make the word of
God of no effect Vain worship from
the Ups only, and not ffom the heart
(vss. 6, 13). They are spoken of in
the prophets as those who draw near
to' God with their mouth and honor
him with their lips but their heart is
far from him. They hear the words of
the Lord, but will not do them. With
their mouth they show much love, but
their heart goeth after their covetousness (Isa. 29:13; Ezek. 33:31).

••
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ffhituai Benefit Column.

been

A QUESTION OF AREAS.

Stands between your horse and the
ailments that sap his strength and resistance to disease. This liquid nonfreezing tonic purifies the blood, stimu- J
Utes the organs of assimilation and
digestion ar.d keeps the horse always fit
for work.

Use White’s Golden Tonic for horses sufwith Loss of Appetite, Indigestion,
\ ellow Water, Swelled Legs and Distemper. An unfailing preventive of disease if used as directed.
Sold bjr druggist* and general store* at
60c per bottle, or we will mail full aise
bottle postpaid on
receipt of price.
Money bock if not satisfied.
OwbaB Be— k Ca.( he,
Eaotbarv Fails, Vt.

fering

Thousands

of Children
’Have Worms

Their parents

fciomacn, offensive

0*.

In 1916 both Michigan and New York
Dyspepsia is America’s curse. To restore grew the same area of potatoes—apdigestion, normal weight, good health and proximately 320,000 acres.
On this
purify the biood.use Burdock's Blood Bitters. area the state of
Michigan produced in
Sold at all dru* stores. Price. >1 K—Adct —
j round numbers, 15,000.000 bushels of
v New
York, for her share,
potatoes.
JDmmuununu
however, produced 22.400,000 bushels—
an increase of nearly 50 per cent.
With such a difference as this It Is
apparent that in the work of food production, the question of soil management and of crop management is of utmost importance—for whenever It becomes profitable to do so, there is no
doubt that Michigan can increase her
potato yield up to or beyond that now
j
■fc-TWCrtU. PU1U) Hay UANeArk, N°7. ! obtained
by New Y'ork state.

H2Mh2!$i

Dream,

“»'u

belly with occasional
griping* and pains about the
navel, pale face of leaden tint,
eyes heavy and dull, twitching
eyelids, itching of the nose.
and full

|

Cray Hair

do not know it

Symptoms of worms in children are:
Deranged stonach, swollen upper lip. sour

ilcniDg or the rectum,
fmnBr Wr
Iran dot W. MM of tbe teeth, little red points
•ticking out on tongue, starting during sleep,
•low fever. Grown folks are subject to worms
also.
Tbe one best remedy is Dr. True’s BlitD*
tbe
Laxative and Worm Expel ler.

Faulty

Good for adults also. Mrs. Curtis, of Houston. Texas, believes this and writes that sbe
will be glad to tell ber friend* of tbe benefits
•be baa received. Get a bottle to-day at your
dealer's. 40c, Ofic and *1M. W rite for further
information.
Dr. J. F. True * Co
Auburn,

Maine.

S6t>(ttt*fnt»nrt.

Easter.

“BARBAROUS AS
SLAVE

Children Cry for Fletcher’s

JIVERS"

Methods of Exponents of German
“Kultur” in Carrying Out
Deportation Order.
ADD HYPOCRISY TO CRUELTY
The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
U use for over over 30 years, has borne the signature of

Oil, Paregoric,

Drops and Soothing SyTups. It is pleasant. It contains
neither Opium, Morphine nor other narcotic substance. Its
age is its guarantee. For more than thirty years it has
been in constant use for the relief of Constipation, Flatulency,
Wind Colic and Diarrhoea; allaying Feverishness
arising
therefrom, and by regulating the Stomach and Bowels, aids
the assimilation of Food: giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

CASTORIA

ALWAYS

mary by Ambassador Gerard. The
harrowing details may be gathered
from the scores of depositions which
accompany the note addressed by the
French government to the governments
or

In Use For Over 30 Years
The Kind You Have

Always Bought

TM« CINTAUA COMPANY.

NEW YORK CITY

loved and respected,
NEWS II children
sterling worth of character, and
a

COUNTY

of

man

all

felt

his lota

keenly. He and his wife expect
spend a few days here with friends
during his week’s vacation.
S.
April 1.

WEST TREMONT.

to

Private Elwyn L. Thurston, late of the
8th Mans, infantry, Co. A, son of Mr. and
Mrs. W. L). Thurston of this place, died at
Boston Feb. 22.
be
of

At the time

employed
Timothy Smith

as

was

brother Archie

the

L.,

war

he

enlisted

in

Warren U. Wa*gatt, who has spent the

tbe store

Roxbury, Mass.

at

of

outbreak

tbe

SOUND.

of hia death

salesman at

winter at

At

and

tbe 8th

He afterwards
regiment, N. O.
trained at Lynnfleld and Westfield, Mass.,
Mis*.

where he
him

bor, after a few days with her aunt, Mrs.
Clara Murphy, has returned home.

which gave
He was
discharge.

honorable

an

returned

to work

when

Bordeaux,

who has

been

visiting her mother, Mrs. Roland Carter,
at Larooine, has returned home.

he

Fred Hodgdon, of the U. S. 8. Mt.
Vernon, formerly the Kronprincessin Cecilie, is at home on a ten days’ furlough.
H.
April 1.

taken with

pneumonia, and died after
a few days.
He leaves betides bit father and mother, three brotbera-Archie L., now with 103d infantry in
France, Percy W. and Clarence, and one
He will be greatly
•inter, Edith M.
tniased. as be was a general favorite with
was

illness of

an

Harry

Mrs.

operated upon at tbe Boston Homeopathic
hospital in November, and had partly recovered and

is home.

Mrs. Frank Stewart of Southwest Har-

injuries

received

Tatnpa. Fla.,

Agnes Norwood spent the weekend with her sister, Mrs. Reuben Brown.
Miss

his

LAMOINE.

George Dow

in Franklin

was

over

Sun-

a

horse

day.

old and young.

W.

Earle Farley left thia week for Portland

Rice

H.

Emery

purchased

has

Smith.

to work.

from

Merle Farley, who has been quite ill at
home of Capt. Charles P. Lunt, is
better.

Lester Salisbury and wife spent Sunday
with his parents.

the

Richard

Heed will

schoolbouae,

in

be

janitor

at

the absence of

Easter services
Next

tbe

Charles

held in

were

the

hall.

Sunday the church will be reopened.

Friends of W. R.

Salisbury will be glad
doing nicely, after a sur-

Bow.

to know he is

Schools began to-day, with the same
taachcrs, Margaret Doliiver, grammar, and
Bernice Ashley, primary.

gical operation performed at home last
Tuesday by Drs. Knowlton and Hodgkins.
R»
April 1.

Mrs.

Agnea Dow and children will live
Southwest Harbor this year, at the

11

home of her

pareata,

Mr and

SURRY.

Henry

Mrs.

Trundy.

Capt.

George E. Kane

Friday.
Aubrey Gaspar

port.

Mrs. O. A. Tolman

Saturday

and

came

'brought

from

word

Mr.
He

1.

a

Earl

Gaspar

of

Capt. C. M.
republican State

and

the

I*
WEST BKOOKUN.

Sydney

Sellers

was

at

Thurs-

Bluehill

day on business.
Miss Gaynell Bridges opened her school
at No. 7, last Monday.
Harry Carter has gone to Long Island,

recess

Miss Evelyn Moore, who has been emat Pittsfield during the winter,
returned home last week.

where be has
Miss

Mrs.

Bridges’ recently.
Evelyn Hall spent

week at Miss

April

fishing

from Gloucester.
Mrs. Smith Burnley, who spent the winteT at Pro vide
nee,Nr. I., returned last
week. Her husband came a week in ad*»oce to open the house. He has been
Piping care for Mr. Pnippen.
Hev. A. P. MacDonald held an Easter
service at the church Buuday eveniug.

employment.

Lizzie Gray ol Surry

Edward

William Black, who has spent the winler in
Boston, returned last week tor s
lew days. He
expects to return and go

was a

a

lew

guest at
days last

Lutie Bridges’.
B-

1.

Months.
Keep Grapes Fresh for
for several
Grapes can be kept fresh
stems
tbelr
Inserting
months by
fillthrough the corks of glass bottles,
water, pressing the
these with

ing

necescorks firmly In, sealing them 1:
the
sary with paraffin nml inverting
dark
bottlea on wooden racks in a cool,
cellar. The bunches should hang free,
their stems sticking up into the water,

special mnsic by the children

Buuday school and a duet by Mrs.
Maud Btaniey and Gapt. Archie Bpurling.
The organist was assisted
by Earle Spurlviolinist.

Samuel Phippen, who fell on the ioe 'at
Hunker’s Head, breaking his leg just below the
hip joint, ia getting along nicely.
Mr.

and

1.

April

ployed

were

from

convention.

°f two weeks.

of the

attended

Coulter

Thblma.

School* opened Monday, after

home

Capt. Daniel McKay

ISLES FORD.

in«*

Bath

came

wife.

Mrs. Eliza Hum ill is now visiting her
*°ni J. H. Kumill, at Beal Cove, before
going to tbe borne of her daughter, Mrs.
Jason Kane, at Bpruce Head. Mr. Kane
in the weir business there.

There

join

Beverly spent a few days recently in town.
William Spencer and wife spent a few
days recently with Leone Haskell and

Bangor

that

Tolmau’s operation waa successful.
hopes to be home in a few weeks.

April

J. Kane left Monday

N.

to

bis vessel.

Ben K»?d, who has spent bis vacation
here with bis parents, B. B. Reed and
"ife, has returned to his school at Bucks-

jSbhtrtuwmnits,
GREEN’S ACGC8T

Phippen

ia very active for one of his
has been a faithful caretaker of

He
the school hou ho and church for several
years. The community is anxious for his

speedy recovery. Mrs. Agnes Phippeo,
who has been enployed at Pittsfield,
came home to
help care for Mr. Phipp en.
Several of the people here went to

Harbor to church Bunday
hear Rev. Mr. Olsen of the
theological •emioery ol Uaogor.
Ur.
OU«n raided here lor • while, mod wee
the poetmeeler. He ie oue whoa *11 the

been

used

for

gentle
August Klower ta
in
laxative, regulates digestion both
sweetand
stomach and intestines, cleans
en*
the stomach and alimentary canal,
and
stimulates the liver to secrets the bile
Impurities from the blood. Sold by
stomach.

Southwest
morning

FLOWER

all ailments that
and
are caused by a disordered stomach
inactive liver, such as sick headache,
indioooatipation, sour stomach, nervous
gestion, fermentation of food, palpitation
of the heart eauaed by geae# in the
Has

to

I

Alexander’s Pharmacy.

a

I

Six
reasons

tl/H
V friend:
Wllf

“‘Each family, drawn up outside the
house, was examined by an officer, who
pointed out haphazard the persons who
were to go. No words can express the
ties Practiced in Belgium.
barbarity of this proceeding nor describe the heartrending scenes which
men and girls took
The course of the German armies occurred; young
hasty farewell of their parents—a farein France was marked with the same well hurried
by the German soldiers
brutalities that characterized the oc- who were executing the Infamous task
cupation of Belgium. Ample proof ^rejoined the group of those who were
has been produced that the entire going, and found themselves In the
middle of the street, surrounded by
proceedings were a deliberate part other soldiers with fixed bayonets.’
of the calculated system of “fright‘Tears of despair on the part of
parents and children so ruthlessly
fulness."
In France the German system of
separated did not soften the hearts of
the brutal Germans. Sometimes, howforced labor and deportations, with Its
horrors, was the se.me as In Belgium. ever, a more kind-hearted officer yieldIn this article Is shown the renl lden- , ed to too great despair and did not
tlty of German practice In both occu- ; choose all the persons whom he should
1
pled regions. This can be done from —by the terms of his Instructions—
have separated.’
the official documents and from a sum-

What
is CASTORIA
harmless substitute for Castor
Castoria is

GENUINE

'SbbtTfsruimtB.

Officer* of “Modern Attila" Gave Attitude of England as Excuse for
Repeating In France Atroci-

and has been made under his personal supervision since its infancy.
/-ciKC^SC Allow no one to deceive
you in this.
“
All Counterfeits, Imitations and
Just-as-good ” are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.
a

The Germans announced that
Inhabitants of Roubalx, Tourcolng,
Lille, etc., were going to be transported into French districts where their
provisioning would be easier.’
‘At night, at about two o'clock in
the morning, u whole district of the
town was invested by the troops of occupation. To each house was distributed a printed notice, of which we give
herein an exact reproduction, preserving the style and spelling.’ (See document, above.)
‘The Inhabitants so warned were to
hold themselves ready to depart an
hour and a half after the distribution
of the proclamation.’
tiie

ine

neutral

powers

juiy

zo,

i»to.

Heraea

Like

We have the honor to express again our most sincere gratitude to you for your most kind reception, a few days ago. of the deputation which went with feelings of legitimate emotion to Inform you of the
deportation of lads and girls, which
the German authorities have Just carried out In the invaded districts.
“We have collected some details on
the subject from the Ups of an honorable and trustworthy person, who succeeded In leaving Tourcotng about ten
days ago; we think It our duty to
bring these details to your notice by
reproducing textually the declarations
Which have been made to us:

"These deportations began towards

nerves

2 —Allays thirst

3 —Aids appetite
4 —Helps digestion
5 —Keeps teeth clean
6 —(t*s economical
■

|gj

V

cattle.

were taken
In street cars to factories, where they
were numbered and labeled like cattle
and grouped to form convoys. In these
factories, they remained 12, 24 or 36
hours until a train was ready to remove them.'

.w.auvi vv*

Paris.
“Sir:

Steadies

—

‘“These girls and lads

These are on file In the state department, and have also been translated,
along with the official documents. In
“'The deportation began with the
“The
Deportation of Women and villages of Roney, Halluli, etc., then
1
Girls From Lille.” (New York, Doran.)
Toureoing and Roubalx. In the towns
German Proclamation at Lille.
the Germans proceeded by districts.’
"
“The attitude of England makes the
‘In all about 30,000 persons are said
provisioning of the population more to huve been carried off up to the presand more difficult.
ent.
This monstrous operation has
"To reduce the misery, the German
taken eight to ten days to accomplish.
authorities have recently asked for
It is feared, unfortunately, that It may
volunteers to pro and work In the
begin again soon.
country. This offer has not had the
‘“The reason given by the German
success that was expected.
authorities Is a humanitarian (?) one.
“In consequence of this the InhabThey have put forward the following
itants will be deported by order and
pretexts: provisioning Is going to
Persons
the
removed Into
break down (p the large towns In the
country.
deported will be sent to the Interior north and their suburbs, whereas in
far
of the occupied territory In France,
the Ardennes the feeding Is easy and
behind the front, where they will be
cheap.’
employed In agricultural labor, and
‘It Is known from the young men
not on any military work whatever.
and girls, since sent back to their
By this measure they will be given families for reasons of health, that in
the opportunity of providing better
the department of the Ardennes the
for their subsistence.
victims are lodged In a terrible man“In case of necessity, provisions can
ner, In disgraceful promiscuity; they
are compelled to work In the fields. It
be obtained through the German deIs unnecessary to say that the InhabiEvery person deported will be
pots.
tants of our towns are not trained to
allowed to take with him 30 kilosuch work. The Germans pay them*
grams of baggage (household utensils,
clothes, etc.), which It will be well to 1.50 m. But there are complaints of
make ready at once.
Insufficient food.’
“I therefore order that no one, un“Barbarity of Slave Drivers."
til further orders, shnll ehnnge hi*
'They were very badly received In
place of residence. No one may abthe Ardennes. The Germans had told
sent himself from his declared legal
the Ardennals that these were “volunm.
9
m.
to
6
a.
residence from
(Gerp.
teers” who were coming to work, and
Is
In
unless
he
man time),
possession the Ardennals proceeded to receive
In
due
form.
of a permit
them with many Insults, which only
“Inasmuch as this Is an Irrevocable
ceased when the forcible deportation
Is
In
the
Interest
of
the
measure. It
of which they were the victims became
population Itself to remain calm and known.’
obedient.
‘Feeling ran especially high In our
“COMMANDANT.
Never hus so Iniquitous a
towns.
The Germeasure been carried out.
“Lille, April, 1916."
mans have shown all the barbarity of
Notice Distributed In Lille.
slave drivers.’
"All the Inhabitants of the houses,
latuiuco
oat
xuc
with the exception of children under
fourteen and their mothers, and also
despair and the morale of the whole
of old people, must prepare themselves
population Is gravely affected. Boys
of fourteen, schoolboys In knickerfor transportation In an hour and a
bockers, young girls of fifteen to sixhalf’s time.
ten have been carried off, and the de“An officer will decide definitely
what persons will be taken to the
spairing protests of their parents failed
to touch the hearts of the German offiFor this pursonoentratlon camps.
cers, or rather executioners.’
pose all the Inhabitants of the house
"One last detail: ‘The persons so
mast assemble in front of It; In case
of bad weather they may remain In
deported are allowed to write home
once a month; that Is to say, even less
The door of the house
the passage.
often than military prisoners.’
All protests will
must remain open.
No Inmate of the house,
“Such are the declarations which we
be useless.
have collected and which, without comeven those who are not to be transported, may leave the house before mentary, confirm in an even more
8 a. m. (German time).
striking way the facts which we took
“Each person will be permitted to
the liberty of laying before you.
“We do not wish here to enter Into
take 80 kilograms of baggage; If any- |
one’s baggage exceeds that weight. It
the question of provisioning In the Inwill all be rejected, without further
vaded districts; others, better qualified than ourselves, give you, as we
consideration. Packages must be sepIt Is
arately made up for each person and know, frequent information.
must bear an address legibly written
enough for us to describe In a few
and firmly affixed. This address must
words the situation from this aspect:
Entire Population in Misery.
contain the surname and the Christian
“The provisioning is very difficult;
name and the number of the Identity
card.
food, apart from that supplied by the
"It Is absolutely necessary that each
Spanish-American committee, is very
People
scarce and terribly dear.
person should, tn his own Interest, proare hungry and the provisioning Is invide himself with eating and drinkadequate by at least a half; our popuing utensils, as well as with a woolen
lation Is suffering constant privations
blanket, good shoes, and body linen.
Everyone must carry his Identity card and is growing noticeably ^veaker. The
on his person.
Anyone attempting to death rate, too, has Increased considevade transportation will be punished
erably.
“Sometimes inhabitants of the inwithout mercy.”
vaded territories speak with a note of
“ETAPPEN-KOMMANDANTUR.

(Lille, April. 1916.)
Belgian Address to French President.
“To
Monsieur
Raymond Poincare,
President of the French Republic,

1

«»v

■

Chew it after every meal

The Flavor Lasts!

•»*

crying apparently:
discouragement,
We,
‘We are forsaken by everyone.’
on the other hand, are hopeful, Monsieur le President, that the energetic
intervention on the part of neutrals,
which the French government Is sure
to evoke, will soon bring to an end
these measures which rouse the wrath
of all to whom humanity Is not an empty word.
“With all confidence in the sympathy
of the government we venture to address a new and pressing appeal to
your generous kindness and far-reaching influence in the name of those who
are suffering on behalf of the whole
country.”
“Paris, 15th June, 1918, 8, rue Taltbout”
(Signed on behalf of radons speciToulemonde,
fied organisations by
Charles Droolers, Leon Hatlne-Dsxln,
and Louis Lortblols.)

!

GET BUSY, BOYS AND GIRLS
EARN YOUR THRIFT STAMPS
The American will

give

a

Thrift Card and

Stamp for every new paid-in-advance yearly
If you
subscription to The American, $1.50.
have
Thrift
a
Thrift
Card,
already
your
will
be
sent.
Write
name
and address of
Stamp
subscriber

plainly; also

dress, and send, with

THE

your own
money, to

name

and ad

AMERICAN,
Ellsworth, Maine

COUNTY

NEWS

TREMONT.
Harr; Latt; went to Portland last Sat-

urday.
The Red Cross knitt ing bee will be held
with Mrs. Harr; Latt; next Frida; evening.

Mr. Olsen of Bangor theological seminar; preached a fine sermon here Easter

Sunda;,

afternoon and

evening.

Used First Sewing Machine.
The first woman in America to use a
sewing machine died at Winsted, in
Connecticut, at the age of eighty-six.
She was Miss Elizabeth Kilbourn, who
in the fifties was a teacher in a private school at New Hartford. When
Elias Howe was experimenting with
his invention, he asked her to help
him, and so to her fell the honor of
being the first to use the new machine.
DON'T LET

IT LINGER

I
A cough that follows 1* grippe or any other
Mrs. Hannah Holden, who iB spending cough that "hangs on” from winter to spring
>
the winter at Southwest Harbor, visited wears down the sufferer, levying him or her
I In a weakened state unable u- ward off disease.
her sister, Mrs. 0. B. Dix, one da; last Jos. Oillard, 148 Filmore 8r., Nashville, Tenn.,
Holden has been in poor writes: *'I was suffering with s dry, hacking
week. Mrs.
cough and a pain in my < heat, hut since takhealth all winter, and her friends were ing Foley’s Honey and Tar I have been relieved.” It soothes, heals and cures coughs,
glad to see her out again.
colds snd croup. Good for whooping cough,
K.
1.
| Moore's Drag Store.
April

<£bc ifllstoortb American
A

y

A1

an

b

POLITICAL JOURNA

J

Republican* of Maine In Big Gathering at Portland.
The republicans of Maine held theii
at Portland last Thurs-

PURLIN HEX'

State convention

*Vl£ilY WEDNESDAY aPTKRS«m>n

day. It was one of the largest la
history of the party.

AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE

nothing

W. H. Titus, Editor And Manager.
« pttot
Ii>
Price—$2.00 a year; $1.0i» for «»'x
fwaxitlitt, .V cents for three months, It i*»‘U
In
advance,
$1 50, "ft and SS cent*
Mrtctly
All &rrespectively Single copies ft
the rate of $2 p«i
ri irnue.* *r:‘ reckoned a

▼ear.

will

>►

Bu*-’nesacommunlcatlon* should lie afldrepr***!
0, and all checks and money Mere made pa v
fekcte .o Thk Hancock County Publiahino
Oc.. Ellsworth. Maine.
«

-=rry-—:

CE.:::

enthusiasm.

for Hancock county, and
H. E. Wakefield of Bar Harbor was elected
the Hancock county member of the com*
mittee on resolution
T. F. Mahoney of
Ellsworth was re-elected State committeeman from Hancock county.

platform adopted pledged
port of the republican party
The

in

administration

made

further

the

in

conduct

of the

recited that, though all

and

1914

the supto the

for

war

were

not

1915, which resulted

in the loss of thousands of livea and the
expenditure of billions of dollars, this

fellow who is
burning his bad no effect on the loyalty of the party.
National recommendations in the platcandle at both ends wants to know
where his hour of saved daylight form railed for a joint committee to
war
the
of
expenditure
supervise
comes in.
appropriations, the adoption of a compre“What the Germans respect is hensive budget system, ratification of
the national prohibitory amendment, a
bullets, not
thoughts,’’ says Col.
protective tariff and a stabilizing of prices
Roosevelt. “It’s the way we shoot
so that farmers might be protected and
that counts, not the way we shout.’’
The

be

independent.

The platform further stood for a good
Hon. Frank E. Guernsey of Dover | system of rural market roads connected
!
as
a
has announced his withdrawal
with the trunk highways and a system of
candidate for the republican nomi- “pay as the roads are constructed.” An j
nation for United States senator at equalization of taxation was urged and
labor of
a sincere tribute to organized
the dune primaries.
Maine was paid because of the loyalty j
Liberal provision for men in i
The Huns have scored a decisive shown.
the army and navy was urged.
victory with their long-range gun.
On the plank dealing with the water
One ot its shells tell in a Paris church
in Maine there was a
while Good Friday services were power question
lively debate. The committee on resolukilling
seventy-five tions submitted two reports, the majorbeing held,
women and children and wounding a
ity report being signed by eleven members
hundred more.
and toe minority report by four. Both of
these reports agreed in adopting as a prinSome of the big hotel men of the
cipleofthe party the prevention of the
country have set a splendid example! transmi-ftion of bydro-electric energy be-

in wheat conservation. At a conven- yond the borders of the State, and they
tion in Washington recently, 500 of did not vary materially excepting that
them pledged themselves to use no the minority report advocated that the
Stale lake over the undeveloped watermore wheat products of any kind unpower, while the majority report only
til after the next harvest.
provided for a thorough investigation by
the State. After a discussion lasting two
The resolution extending the selective
hours, the majority report was finally
draft to men reaching twenty-one
adopted by a vote of 107 to 62.
years of age since June 5, 1917, was I The convention closed with the speech'
passed by the Senate Friday, and now by Col. Roosevelt Thursday evening.
goes to the House. The date and
TOWN MEETINGS.
regulations for the registration are
left to the President. It is estimated
Officers Elected Kor I'he Year
In ;
that the new registration will add

700,000
The

Hancock

men.

and

County

j

DRASTIC ACTION NECESSARY

delivered

program

was

held In the State is significant of the
alertDess of the republicans ia these
critical times. Col. Roosevelt made
his first public appearance since his

critical illness, and

the

reception

ac-

New

j

promulgated.

j

SCHOOL

IN

PRISON

Innovation

Introduced In Wyoming
Penitentiary by Priaoner Web
fare Association.

Rawlins, Wyo.—A night school

him the

fall

he

continued

sp

Glasses in His Wife's Name
Some men'ii glasses are in their
wife’,
name, and wht‘tt wife want*
gtsmaea to
read she resist wait until he ia

be

to tbe time

good

a

finished

Don’t take chance* and sipnil ynur
eye,
by wearing other people’s glasses, but

consult

EDWARD H. BAKER,
06 Oak

Moderator, A N Jewett; clerk, C. W.
W
H
selectmen,
assessors,
Crosby;
Dunham. G B Sumner, 8 E Nickerson;
treasurer and collector, C W Crosby;
S W Hanscom.

turn.

Mr.

Treworgy

had

been

ill

of

jcpftial jhotun.

cancer

feels the

loss

of

NOTICK

in the

family

L.

a

Hbbumht

Biseksport. Me.. March 18.
NOTICK.

Doyle,of Ellsanyone hat boring
trusting ray wife, Bessie O’DonhrH Doyle,
on my account after this date, as 1 r>ha!i
pay
no bills 01 her contracting.
Oscaa A. Doylb.
KHaworth, .Me, March 98. 1918.

Woodbine cemetery. There was an abunfloral offerings from friends of

Royal.

piece#

E.

D. Leach.

administrator until August 18. 1917,
four and a half months after we went
He faced the task of
Into the war.
week from Rockland, where they have
supplying not only the goveftiment
NOTRS.
POLITICAL
spent the winter.
with Its war needs, but also the enorSchools will begin to-day, with the s me
mous Increased consumption of manuFred L. Mason of Ellsworth has anteachers as In the winter term—Eva Smith,
facturing plants and the domestic
nounced his candidacy (or the republican
Ruth Staples, grammar.
needs of most of the 110,000,000 Inhabprimary:
nomination for representative from the
itants of this country.
Misses Doris Elsie Torrey end Luella
class composed of Ellsworth and upFuel Crisis Comes.
returned to their schools at Southriver towns. Mr. Mason is at present Joyce
west Harbor Monday.
Maoel Staples,
The difficulties were greatly Inserving his second term as county atwho was unable to go on Monday, recreased because very few domestic contorney, and his term will expire with
turned Wednesday.
sumers had secured their winter’s supthis year.
L. V. Joyoe and wife, wbo spent the
ply during the spring and early sumA. B. Holt of Booth Gouldsboro has anThs coal had all
usual.
mer as Is
winter in Rockland, are at home for a few
nounced that he wilt be a candidate lor
been going to manufacturing induswill return to Rockland,
the republican nomination for State sen- days. They
where Mr. Joyoe has employment for the
tries.
ator from Hancock county. Mr. Holt has
summer.
A fuel crisis existed before there
represented nis class in the legislature lor
was any sort of an organization. State
E. M.J.
| April 1.
two terms.
administrators were appointed who in
turn appointed county and local adWINTER HARBOR.
Teacher Shortage.
In this manner every
ministrators.
Mrs. L. A. Bickford spent several days
of
Schools
State
Superintendent
section of the country was covered.
last week in Bangor on business.
Thomas, in a letter to school officials and
This organization, from Doctor GarAda Turner has gone to Waterville to
the public, says:
field down to the local administrators.
work.
**Prorn present indications we shall need
Is made ip of volunteers—men who are
Rev. and Mr&. E. 8. Drew of Harrington
from 1,800 to 2,000 recruits to supply the
not only giving their time but. In most
teacher shortage in September. Besides were recent guests of Dr. and Mrs. J. S.
cases, are paying their own expenses.
the call to the colors and the work of mer- Bragg.
The fuel administration has sucMiss Ellen Sargent celebrated her sixth
cy in the Bed Cross organizations, the
ceeded Insofar as lta powers extend.
of
in
business
a
March
to
six
greater
compensation
pull
20, by
Potential production la and has been
birthday
party
positions and in clerical work for tbe fed- little girl friends. A pleasant afternoon In excess of transportation. Doctor
eral government have depleted onr ranks. was enjoyed.
Garfield has so adjusted price and
Teachers who have taught for several on a
Gleason Rand is spending his vacation
wage matters that there has been very
salary of flO to fl2 per week for thirty-six in Bangor.
little difficulty among operators and
weeks in the year have accepted governminers.
Mrs. Jeanette Smith, who has spent the
ment positions, recently, at |1,100 to
While distribution Is very largely a
winter in Boston, is in town for a short
of
The
State
educadepartment
fi^oo.
transportation problem—a matter outvisit.
tion will soon undertake a campaign to
side the powers of the fuel administraSchools closed March 22,|for two weeks.
supply t he shortage.”
tor—It Is not that entirely. The fuel
George Blance attended the republican administration has regulated the disState convention.
tribution of coal so that government
BOW'S THIS?
Mrs. Martha Hammond died Friday,
needs have been cared for, and. InsoWs offer One Hundred Dollars Reward
March 29, at the home of her daughter,
far as transportation hus permitted,
for any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured
Medicine.
Catarrh
Hall’s
Mrs.
F.
by
V.
Rand. Services were held at
has cared for Industrial and domestic
Hairs Catarrh Medicine has been taken bj
the
Baptist church Sunday afternoon, needs. The administration has divertcatarrh sufferers for the past thirty-five
known
as the moai
become
has
and
Rev.
G.
years,
Mayo officiating.
ed coal from non-essential to essential
reliable remedy for Catarrh. Hail's Oatarri
S.
war Industries, and from all Industries
April 1.
Medicine acts through the Blood on the Mu
eoas surfaces, expel line the Poison from th«
to domestic consumers, hospitals, pubBlood and healing the diseased portions.
If
Knew
Mothers«>nlj
lic utilities, etc.
After yon have taken Hall's Catarrh Medi
will
see a greai
Mother
Sweet
time
Powders
for
children
short
a
yon
for
Qraj's
eine
Pricss Regulated.
ml henlth. Stan
relieve Feverishness, Headache, Bad Stomach,
improvement In joor gene
Prices have also been regulated.
Teething Disorders, move sad regelate the
taking Heli'e Oetarrb Medicine »t once »n<
tantimonlnii
and
for
Bo
weJe
Send
worms.
break
destroy
onwrrb
Thsj
at
op
get nd
Prices at the mine and Jobbers' marcolds in 34 hoars. Used by mothers for
All Druggists. 36c. Sample Fan a.
SO years
gins have been established. This Is
OSM1T * OO.. Toledo, Okie.
Mother
If.
T.
Tic.
Address,
Oo.,
Gray
LeRoy,
ell
Dreggiew.
•eld br
due by the president upon recoa-

MAN

PREFERS

PRISON

Freedom.

fully

Portland. Ore.—Detective headquarwas surprised when Charles Peterson, sixty-five years old, shambled
up to a sergeant and begged to be
sent to the penitentiary at Jackson.
Mich.
The man had “done” 29 years on a
charge he never recognised. His
“home," around which moved his only
thoughts of shelter and of food, wa*
within the stern walls of the penitentiary at Jaekson.
Peterson, when given his liberty, desperately strained to regain his lost art
living. buL snatched from a former
(feneration at his prime, he could not
keep step with the “mechanical age,”
so he turned in bewilderment back to
the

Coat Him $16 to Ransack House When
He Might Have Qot Off
far $1.

!

i
|

;
:

never

few years in

a

Ellsworth,

bo went

Massachusetts, and spent the

rest

of

Cambridge and Somerville. He
widow,who was Mias AtfleReeves,

his life at
leaves

a

also of

Ellsworth
parentage, and two
children. George Tincker of Arlington,
aud Ada, w ho lives at home with her
mother.
Of his own family only uae sister survives. Miss Helen Tincker of Aomerville.

ko«U
No. sraof the savings department of Union Trust Company o#
Ellsworth. Finder will please returavo Uhiow
Taunt Company. Ellsworth.

BANK-BOOK

jpar Silt.

NOTICK.
Charles C. Nuilford of
for old smoae
harboring sr trusfog rny wife. Kira fJat'ford,
on m\ account after this date as I shall y*y
no bilteof her contracting
t has. C. (Jpilpobd.
8o"th Penobscot. Me.. March at, i9I*>

undersigned,
rTIFB
9 Kouth Penobscot, hereby

by authority
NfCMMCE lehereby given thatComnx
the

of the Department of
I
of the »ah»uuer ‘•Pill
boon changed to the ‘-Frank
M. Nnrouoe.
name

Los Angeles, Cal.—Sixteen dollars
Is what tt cost a burglar to secure $200
worth of Jewelry from the home of
Lewis Meyer, one night recently. U
the burglar had not been so nervous he
could have done It for $1. Nlghtwatchman Hoalck called at the house to receive hla monthly dollar which be li
paid for guarding the home. A tall
young man met him at the door, handlog him a five spot, which he changed
Later. Hosick discovered that It wai
really $20 that had been given him
When he went back to return the extra money be discovered the resident*
ransacked.

rce

A.
8.

Oakes” has
Pierce ~T.

Huckspcrt, Me., March W. 19i8.

iUgal IS'OUCCft.
NOTICK or POftKCUMCKK.

V|7*I8BRA8Flora

E. Crockett, of Dedham
o
in Hancock county and State of Maine,
in hsr own rlgf*. *u
WHbra S. Crockett,
her husband, tyuniag with her ann
nor-anting
thereto, by *urlr mortgage deed dated the
nineteenth dav of December, a. d. 1918. and
recorded in the Hancock registry of deeds,
book-503, page 184. conveyed to iue, the under*
sigred, a certain parcel of real esate situate
in said Dedham, and bounded sod dtweribed
as followA certain piece or
parcel of land.
wUit.tne building*thereon standing, .situated
in said Ltedham. bounded and desoribed a*
follow*, vlr;
Beginning at the southeast
corner of the-8% P. Rnwe farm, so called, now
occupied by W. 8 Crockett, and ruuaiog
thence aoutb, eighty eight and one half de
grera east, on the north line of the H. B.
farm, to the general back line of lots
eaat of Lone pond, to a beech tre*
thence
north, ten abgrttf-s we«t. on said back line,
one hundred and three rods, to a lot run for
James Thompson by John Temp#*, in 1825;
thence west aria to a stake and states in th*
northeast corner of said Rowe lot; thence
tvouiberlp ou tbe easterly line of *>a»d Rowe
las to the ytiaceof beginning; costaining one
hundred and twenty eight a«M* and one
j hundred and twenty rods, m >re or leas, as
rain by Jeon Twnp r. in 1825; being lot numtwentv-four (141
! bered
The premises abov described are th# same
; conveyed to bbe said Flora R. Crockett, by
Aithur H. Farrington. by his warranty deed
dated May. 14, a- 4. 18W. aud rec'ivded in Hancock county registry of deeds, ta book 32i
464, to which reference may be had for
page
further deaert prion of aald premise*
Also
tbe paraol of Lend included w'thin the above
bounds, which was convey d to the srwd Flora
E. Croofcett by WHbra 8. Crockett, by hie
warraaty deed deled May 14., lBvet and recorded- in said registry of Aee<U. book 324,
page 469; and whereas the condition of the
mortgage ha* been broken Dow, therefore
by reason of tbe breach ef the condition
thereof J claim a foreclosure of saidmortgagt
•Isaac N. AviutYMarch 30. 1MIS.

Phillips

Guernsey Bull for i»le-7>o
years old April 17.1010; walk marked and
o! good size.
Apply. Jas. E. WBiTM>iia,
Southwest Harbor, Maine.

NOTICE

REGISTERED

or

8.4LK.

rPO‘BcD)MiiD F. Cheney, formerly ol BosJL ton, SoMoJk county. M sawAcbusvit*. but.

residence
is nrw unknowu to '.he
undersigned:
Henrj H. Higgins, c i E‘is worth, trnstee,
beihg the bolder of s cert Scat? for one
hundred fifty <160} stares of >Lt Fref<*red
Btock of the Utilitier, Becuriticw Company.
Main street, *# mile from depot. tB-acre J.td’, of the per value rrf one Loud red dollar*
farm. 7 acre pasture; voung orchard; ,Ait*0 mi
and a)*# being «he hosier >«f
rooms and bath.-hi. A. »i»sa,
new house, 8
another certificate for one hundred fifty 180;
Ellsworth. Me.
share* <4 the Commoa Block, of the Utilities
Bee unties Company Ltd., of the
par mitre of
egob-&. c. Rhode island one Land red dollar* 'tiOtV each, in pledge
Mm. Chas. for the payment ol /our overdue aud unpaid
Reds. 78 cent# for 16 eggs
note.doled November i, I9*T, on demand for
Tel. 183*13.
Quinn, Ellsworth Falls. Me
fourteen thousaud three hundred tan ($M.310
dollars, wi h inttreat at six (6J per cent.,
which note and obligation you have failed to
pay end perform,, aitbouwh demand therefor
tie* been duly marie, hereby not de» yoa that
for
and
Mlllei
beat
girls
he iatends to enforce
payment of said note
hotels in Maine. Waitress**, chwu*JUI
stock,
bermaids, kitchen, dish, laundry, pastry and or obligation by sale of said pledged
any excha-age for the lasir, V public
all-around cooks. Grfi* for housework. Apply
at tbs place o* business f (he Union
auction,
at once and always to Maine Hjcel Alismcy,
Trast Co in uariy, at the corner of Main and
9t Main street, Bangor. Me., for reliable hotel
State ttreets, Ellsworth, Mx^e. on Monday*
positions._
Jane 24, 1918, at 10.90 o’clock mi the fo enooa.
Hbkky II. Biooimm, Trustee- *
aged womsu for
Mbs. H
A. Rowmson*.
Dated at Ellsworth. M>
Housework.
March to. 1918.
Ellsworth.
whose

Pure Bred B.

C. R. I, Bed Cockerel;
from pure bred Re Ja (18
eggs) 01; heavy laying strain. A. fc. Oogoimu,
B. 4, El'.swortb. Me.

<\NKhatching egg*
ON

Hatching

Jfnnalr Jbelp E£lantc>.

WOMEN

HELP—Middle

general

—

penitentiary.

thief overpays watchman

!

the

menin-

recovered.

After

"

ters

typhoid

gitis, from the effects of which he

LIFE

Oregon Convict Lived So Long in PenL
tentlary He Does Not Care for

Toward the end of

be contracted

war

Bowden.

worth

dance of

Civil

O.

i9iM

Oscar A.
hereby forbid
ITME uoderetgned.
aud

lot at

family, locally, and aeveral
from friends out of the Slate.

any-

harboring
trusting my wife, Daisy
BowfleanOumy account afier tfafcsdaie**!
shall.pay no hills of her contracting.

on*

a

was

Company

of

genial friend. The
funeral was held at the home Sunday
afternoon at 2 o’clock, Rev. Henry W.
C onley and Rev. R. B. Mathews officiating.
The interment

Hum

undersigned. Her >ert Ck Bowden
1THR
Rorksport. .Maine, hereby forbid
and

feelings were reciprocated by every member, who did all possible for his comfort.
and

llog

To the
and Boo
'a
Ownj tujRjMBj,
A special meeting of the Husekbolders of the
(trp«i fond «n<l Bog Dam
Company will K#
held at the office of the c rnipany to wit. a*
the office of Whitcornrj, rfaynee' An Whitnee
R).»worth. Main*-, on Thoraday. the
uenth day of April, a. d. 1918. at 4 SO
o’clock
the afternoon, for the following purpose*
Pi rat. To elect a Chairman to preside
® »t
*
the meeting
Second. To elec* a Treaaarer, Clerk and
0
Board of three Director*
Third. To adopt a new cod* of By-Laws
Fourth. To transact such other bus new
M
may properly come oefore the meeds*.
8. P Stock n*i owe. Clerk.
Ellewortb, Me., March 2J, 1918.

he bore up with
wonderful courage, even to the end.
He was devoted to bis family, and his

community

»nd

Nprrtal Meeting,
Stockholder* of the Orrmt Pond

suffering considerably,

Tbe entire

Pond

iiremt

during tbe eutire winter, and although

to

Ellsworth, Maine

was

to Port

San Plego, Cal.—An unnsnal case of
dual Identity has developed at the
school
on
aviation
State*
United
North Island, near here.
Joseph J.
Novak, age twenty-eight, enlisted as
a private In the aviation corps at Kansas
City, Mo.. November 7, 1917.
Joseph S. Novak, age twenty-eight,
did likewise at Detriot on the same
day. Both were assigned to the North
Island school, reported there on the
and were assigned to the
same day
same company.
They are not related.
The two men had never met before.
They were born on the same day.
There was much confusion during
roll calls and in the enlistment record*
at the school until the identity of the
students was fully revealed.

Street,

GRADUATE AND RKOteTBJtKl)
OffOMKTRtST
Branches: Machiaa, Bar Harbor and
Allentown, Pa.

deeply interested in the welfare of
his home city, giving liberally to local
needs, and any solicitation for a worthy
cause never was refused by biro.
Mr. Treworgy married Georgia A. Fer; naid Oct. 31, 1808, and tot hem sixchildren
were born, five of
whom survive—Mrs.
Martin H. Haynes, Millie A. Treworgy,
Cura L. Treworgy, Owen H. Treworgy
and Ruth H.
Treworgy. The oldest
daughter, Mrs. Byron P. Gatchell, died
! in June, 1896.
Mr. Treworgy left two
grandchildren, Charles P, Gatchell and
Robert H. Haynes. Mrs. Treworgy died
in July, 1912.
Tbe family has the deep
sympathy of the entire community.
He

the
tin-

con-

bought out the mill from Hartshorn, Ellis
A Co., thirty-one years ago this mouth.
Mr. Treworgy logged extensively during the winter, putting m campa and employing large crews and many horses.
He was a large employer of labor during
the entire year, and was well liked by all
his employees ou account of bts integrity
and strictly fair dealings with them, consequently they were always willing to do

good citizen

NIGHT

for

employers, so that at the
age of twentv-tive he was running the
nulls under contrast for his employer*.
This

j

won

his

der the direction of competent teachers
is the latest Innovation provided by
RICHARD H. TINCKER.
the Prisoner Welfare association at
Richard H. Tincker, a native of Ellathe state penitentiary here. The assoworth, died in Boston, March 21. He
ciation was organized through the efwas the son of
Richard and Mehitabtr
forts of Prof. L. C. Martin, superin(Jellisont Tincker, and came of a family
tendent of schools here, and Gov.
prominent in the history of the city. His
Frank L. Hoax Is honorary president,
father was for many j’eara sheriff of Hanwith United States Senator J. R. Ken- cock
county,and afterwards warden of the
drick honorary first vice president.
State prison at Thomaaton.
His mother j
With the co-operation of the asso- wasa
granddaughter of Janies Millikeo, 1
ciation officials the prisoners have or- who had the
grant of the land on which :
ganized a prison hand and enjoy “read- Ellsworth now
stands, and headed the
ing classes" in the new prison library. colony.
Members of the association have
Mr. Tincker attended the public schools
pledged themselves to aid worthy pris- of the town, and was a pupil in the
oners
in securing employment upon academy, which stood in “Jones’
pasture."
their release from confinement.
He afterward went to Huckaport seminary,
where he took a high rank in scholarship j
SAME NAME, AGE AND CORPS and oratory.
After graduating from the seminary, he
Unusual Case of Dual Identity Devel- entered a law office at Thomaaton, and on
the death of bis father, in 1883, he e«ops at a United States Aviation
School.
| listed in a Maine regiment and w*a sent

corded him showe 1 that be has lost street commissioner,
PLANTATION NO. 21.
none of his strength with the repub- i
clerk,
Moderator, William
Ritchie;
licans of Maine. His message was
Watson L. Mace; selectmen, assessors,
not to republicans of Maine alone, but
Anton R. Jordan, Watson L. Mace, Fred
to Americans all over this laud. The j
E. Mace; treasurer, A. R. Jordan, colsturdy Americanism, of which he is ; lector, Fred Davis.
the most striking example, rang true
Total appropriations, |600.
throughout his speech, and thrilled

’Tf.

Tork.—Information that the
government has discovered that German agents In this country have sent
military Information to Berlin by
means of codes derived from arrangements of postage stamps was placed
before the American Stamp Dealers
association.
The association met here to consider
the government censor’s action In holding up dealers' letters, since about Dec.
1, containing stamp Imports and exports.
Stamps have been removed from
mall consigned to or from American
dealers engaged In foreign trade, and
the resultant loss If this practice la
continued throughout the war. would.
It was asserted, severely Injure the
American stamp trade.

The fuel administration does not operate the railroads and until the government took them over, had only a
most Indirect connection with them.
Doctor Garfield was not appointed fuel

Towns.

his hearers
Ool. Roosevelt was a few j
ATLANTIC.
years ahead of his party six years ago
Mrs. Inez Smith, who has been quite
and two years ago. He is still a
poorly, is better.
leader, but public opinion has fallen
Until further notioe, the meetings of
in line in the path he has so consistthe Red Cross will be held at Seaside hall.
ently trodden. “Roosevelt in 1920” |
Fred Joyoe is quite ill. Dr. Tapfty o
was frequently heard at Portland, and
McKinley was called in consultation
will be more and more frequently
with Dr. Fuller.
heard in the coming months.
Roscoe Joyce and family returned last

his work

fidence of

him

AMHERST.

|

j to

not

American Dealer* Meet to Consider
Government Censorship Which
Threatens Their Trade.

OTIS.

of Maine held a
rousing Slate convention at Portland
last Thursday. In these days when
nominations are by primary instead
of by convention, the fact that it was
one of the largest conventions ever

at

STAMPS CARRY SPY MESSAGE

Moderator, Roland 8 Salisbury; clerk,
Daniel G Young; selectmen, assessors,
Daniel
G Young, George W Garland,
Granville
T
Tate; treasurer and collector, Roland 8 Salisbury; street commissioner, Adelbert Salisbury.
Total appropriations, fl,0OO.

republicans

AmhJ

the dealer’s yard.
been for the fuel administration some localities and some
persons would have had nil the coal
they needed, while other sections and
people would have had less or none.
Prices would have been kited out of
the reach of the ordinary person, and
the government would have been at
the mercy of the operators and miners, each fighting the other, for Its
supply essential for war purposes.
Hnd It

Failure of Transportation During Wlrv
ter Months Adds to Difficulties of
Situation Arising Out of Increased Consumption.

By E. D. LEACH,
Assistant United States Fuel Administrator for Ohio.
The United States fuel administration has three definite purposes, namely: to regulate production, distribution and prices.
In mobilizing the resources of the
nation to meet war conditions many
drastic Innovations have been necessary, hut none of them required more
prompt and complete regulation than
coal. This Is preeminently a coal war.
To supply the euormous increase in
the demands for fuel by the United
States government alone would upset
ordinary distributing facilities.
The capacity of the coal mines is
limited ns Is also the number of men
which can be spared from the army to
work them.
Last fall Dr. Harr?- A.
Garfield. United Sfnt« * fuel administrator, announced that the demand for
eoal during the coming year would exoeed possible production by at least
H* 1,000,000 tons.
This shortage has
bev*n greatly aggravated by the failure
of the railroads during the winter
months to transport anywhere near the
potential output of the mines.
Realizing that u shortage was inevitable,
the fuel administration’s conservation

compose/*?

j/t

_

the convention

adequate preparations

Roosevelt, 1920.

of Coal Regulated
Profiteering and Hoarding Prevented.

Distribution

Mayor A. C. Hagerthy of the Ellsworth
delegation was elected vice-president for

war, and

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 3, 191S.

in

3nnounretncnt~

OBITUARY
of the fuel administrator.
Political
Retail price* are regulated by local adCHARLKH J. TRBWOROf.
min 1st raters who recommend to the
Elmworth, April 2,
To tor voter, of diatrtet No
state administrator
the amount of
Friday, March 29, marked the pacing
«, (cl
Hancock
one
of
Ellsworth’s
and
mcetof
older
3,
gross profit which the retail dealers
county, Maine)
holiness
Charles
in their Jurisdiction may add to the
men,
Ellsworth, Trenton, Aurora,
highly respected
f*ost of their coal.
Otla, Mariaville, Waltham,
In actual practice I J. Treworgy.
Townshin*
and
Mr.
it is impossible to have a fixed maxiTreworgy wtr born at Bluehil!
Township 33: i wi,h t0
Nov.
I
**slt
the
sou
I).
that
be
a
of Charles
and
mum price for retailers, owing to the
30,1841,
candidate for the re
fact that coni coming from different i Lois P. Wood Treworgy, and, with his publican nomination a,
reprcsenui,
to
the
locwlature at the
districts under varying conditions car- parents, moved to Ellsworth Palls when
coming
he
was
four
He had lived primarie,. and I reapoetfolly
ries different prices.
years of age
Freight rates
eolioit th,
there
Mr.
also vary.
continnooely ever since.
aufrport of the republican voter, ot
Consequently, the retail- [
er’s margin of profit Is fixed, and this
Treworgy began working in the mill district or clam.
T«»P I- Mason.
margin Is added to the cost of the coaf j w hile a mere boy and bis strict attention

HOW GREAT FUEL Imcndution
CRISIS WAS MET
—

primary law are merely get-toget her or
platform-making affairs, this one lacked

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO

and

the

While the conventions now, under the

BY THE

R.T.rtlsli, KAtea— Aie reasonable
r-ade known on application

I

STATE CONVENTION.

C(UIM18HlOMKK.V NOT1C
Ellsworth, M.O-, April 1, a. d. 1*18.

Jfc$rip QBajxt&,

Hancock.

Clark, Judge

probate
county, commissioner* to receive and decide
upon the ciaisas of the creditors of Wiilliaia
MV.
late
el Qouldsboro, In said
Bowie,
county, deceased, whose esuu* ha* been

represented Insolvent, hereby give public
notice agreeably to the order of the said Judfi®
of probate, that six mo tbs from a»d aft«r
March 6* 1918, have been allowed to
creditor* to present ami prove their olstnas,
and that we will attend to the duty a-signea
us at
the oMce of W B Wtaitlsg. Elisworth, Me-. on the 94th day of April. >818;
on the 1st day of October. 1918, at ten of the
cloak In the fore noon of each of said day*
William K. Wiiiting,
CBASLa- H Lmlax®.
Coa missloners.

to

power tor

Powna Go., Prank B. Buga,
■ tn at.. Bangor, Maine

duly

the

SALESMAN ANDA6ENTS
aell DcloO-LightElectric
WANTED
light and
Karma, Htorea end
Mama Klhctbiq Liuiit
Village Llgh log

as.

underaigtatd, having beo»
WE,
appointed by the Honorable Bertrand
E.
of
within and for said

SEAMEN.
Chasm for Advancement—kvoo.
U. 8. Hhipping Board tree navigation school
at Portland trains seamen for oflfcers’ berths
in new Kerch nt Marine. Hhort eut to the
bridge. Two years’sea experience required.
Native or naturalized citizen# only. Course
six weeks. Military exemption.
Apply to
Prane A. Wilson at sc boo 1, Municipal Bldg,
Portland, between I.8D and & p. sa.
Saturdays
8 00 a. tn. to It noon.

a

Mgr.. IT Prank

PAUPER

SSUntrt.
hj

poat

K.

to
raceiee

City of Eltafor thote who
11m
y«ar« ”*‘“1
maj
dariu(
or
aim, Jan. I. lUA and arw local rtaldeaM
El I,worth, 2 forbid all portent uiwtlaf
oo a, aocooot, aa Ihtrs I, plontr of room aw
aoeonuaodatloa, M oar* for thorn at tba 'W
Farm haute.
Aaraoa B. Mrreaauto

lain* taeth, doesn’t matter
U beckon. I pay gl
WANTED-Old
g
per act.
paeoal
and
tarn mail.
More, m<s.

NOTICE.

VINO contracted wlih thr

worlh
HAnrrd
support
ualatance

is

chat a ay

re-

Torn, m N. Volta at., Balt I-

I

,n I core

thuja

MKKTING.

CITV

ol Municipal Coal
Yard living Con«l<lerjd.
board au preaent « the regTh« (nil
meeting o! tbe city g^ernment

o“
“...Hav evening.

d before the board
p g Bilvy appears
application for the installing of
10 maka

tank in frout of
underground gasoline
The applicaon Main at reel.
garage
tion ess granted.ebairnpn of tne munlcifrank 8. Call,
on mothers’
I board
aid.jpreeented hit
which was accented.
^jolls of account were pasted as follows:

Food

Administrator

*2,«ai

No. 1

co«tni«*toeaa'*

89

Extortionate

49s r

5

TK.CMKS«' at LA KV ROLL.
*M«90
(OBBoo .choola.
High .chool.
1T7J8
llraud total.

tied.

$.1.9a*,R9

H. Bilvy as conapproved and ordered

John
*»»

itible-*i-large

Mr*. Leman H. Danlco
new
foriidlor soldier's wife, under the
end granted.
lcti „«» presented
a
suitably
Tbe matter of procuring
tbe city treasurer’s acruled book for
be kept by the treasurer
counts, same to
of

Application

at

tbe

bis term of offloe,
Wes cot t
brought up, and Alderman

was

»nd turned

over

etpinliou

of

lulhorired

successor

such

purchase

to

voted that

was

II

to bis

a

was

book.

be ap-

committee

a

inquire into tbe expediency
coal yard.
a municipal
*s auch committee
The mayor appointed
Aldermen Moore (ward J) and Small.
to

pointed

establishing

of

It

I

was

to

Pre-

Charges.

Orono, Me.—Specula
tors In seed stocks
will be severely dealt
with If Identified and

—

apprehended,

says

an

official notice from
States
United
Food
Administration Just received by
l.eon S. Merrill the Federal Food Administrator for Maine.
The
Food
Administration co-operating with the
United States Department of Agriculture is making every effort
to
prevent extortionate charges or other
obstaclea to prevent an adequate and
prompt distribution of seed.
All wholesale seed dealers, and retailers doing business of one hundred
thousand dollars a year or others who
handle peas, beans and corn seed are
now operating under Federal license.
Resales at unreasonable prices are
held by the administration as particularly objectionable at this time when
every effort ts being made to encourage the widest possible cultivation of
the soil.

voted to allow William H Went-

Reports have

received from
various parts of the country, Indicating extortionate prices for seed corn.
The food administration frowns upon
any such transactions on the ground
that they are Inimical to the public
welfare and will be treated as such,
should agents of the government establish ppoof of wilful speculation.
been

eorth and Mr*. Kpbraim Higgins >15 each
High Return for Wheat.
to their |
lor work on highway leading
Dr Raymond
Pearl,
formerly a
Bllsworth.
at
North
Homesteads
member of the faculty of the Univerthe
Infant
that
street
voted
it was
sity of Maine and now statistician of
Kbool building he advertised tor sale at the United States Food Administrathe
aldermen’*
room
on
tion, says that though there has been
public auction at
some
misapprehension the American
Wednesday April 10, at 10 a. m.
farmer still receives a higher return
It was voted that the namee of Kllabushel from wheat than for any
sortb boys in the military or naval ser- per
Dr Pearl, taking
other cereal crop.
neeof the United Stales, represented by his Information from the
published restars upon the service flag dedicated at
U.
the
S
of
Agricultural
departports
the public exercises at Hancock halt Monment. finds that the average price reday evening. March 11, 1918, be incor- ceived by the farmer for wheat for
porated in the minutes ol this meeting, the three years b fore the war was
He receives
that they may become apart of tbe city 88 9-10 cent" a bushel.
records, and further, that stars be added now $2,008 a bushel, a percentage Innext wish
comes
Corn
of
131.
crease
to the flag for the following men in the
of 109 and oats
J. Franklin, Clarence a |>erceniage increase
service: Dalton
and barley are tied with a percentage
Galon, Henrv C. Kruery, Warren Traak,
Increase of 105.
Fred 8. Richardson.
/\U

Adjourned.

To

Parcel

Kfducc

to

Shipment*

I roup* Abroad.
of the shipment of many unnecessary articles to men with the American expeditionary forces in France, the
Because

poaiofBce department ha* issued an order
placing restrictions on sncb matter. The
rule will greatly curtail such shipments,
which

taking

were

hound

ships

needed

The

shipments.

n««»*rs

IUU»<

UU

uun

mruij

of wheat flour substitutes In
bread and rolls or must cease baking
these products according to regulations Issued by Federal Food Administrator Leon 3 Merrill, who has acted upon instructions received from
the Food Administration in Washington.
A committee of Federal Food Ad
mlnlstrators and the baking division
of the Food Administration has deterslogan “Victory
mined to make the
Bread or Close" effective after March
20
WJiere a surplus of potatoes exists bakers are being urged to make
use of them as substitutes to the limit of their ability Four pounds of potatoes are requited in the place of one
Popound of the other substitutes.
tatoes are not a substitute for consumer customers (families).
per cent

SlIttKGKNT Rl’LK.

!

Merrill

S.

the

»u.

gpnalk*""

Tbe bond of

Leon

Saye Effort is Being Made
vent

r,ignstion,

sraasT

Fourteen

STOCK SPECULATORS

£

j^Uof account*

ARMY DRAFT.

ISSUE WARNING TO SEED

apace in outward
for more important

new

rule is

follows:

a*

Oa sod after April 1,191* parcels for members and individuals connected with the
American expeditionary forces in Europe
shall not be accepted for mailing, or despatched, unless they contain such articles
only m are being sent at t e written request
of the addressee, approved by his regiraeutai or higher
commauder or an executive
officer uf the organisation with which he is
connected.

Postmasters

arc

required

to

the

secure

assurance of the sender in each case that
alltbe articles contained in the parcel are
*ot at the addressee’* approved written
Peqoest, and that auch request ta enclosed
io the parcel,
by requiring the sender to
place on me wrapper of the parcel, under
his name and
address, the following endorse meet:

Young America’s Part,
Thousands of Maine schoolchildren
assisted In the recent campaign of the
new Home Card issued by the Food
Administration. About 150,000 of tile
new Home Cards were distributed in
this State and for the most part the
work was accomplished by the school
children.
The Food

Administration Is now
making a big drive to enlist the serschool teacher and
vices of every
school child in Maine as it is believed
that the school children will carry to
The homes the facta concerning food

“This parcel contain* only articles sent at conservation
approved request of addressee, which is en- j
Teachers of the schools are urged
closed."
to use every means and device they

The

ssme

rule ha* been

applied

to

ments

by freight and express, and
have been notified to that effect.

ship-

agents

know—games, plays, stories, pictures,
compositions, essays and letters—to
their
appeal to the children In
Charge.

EAST LAM OINK.
Sherman Douglas attended the
publican State convention.
J

re-

t*wrge (vault, Jr., who ha* been on a
nierchant ship to France, is home.
^•niel Hurd, who has beeu employed
here during the
winter, has returned to
Har Harbor.
Pnends here were pained to learn %f
the death of
Perry (Jilpatrick at hia home
10

MilwaUkW|

this

place,

a

Wia.

bod

He

of the

was

a

native

late Bamuel

of

and

ilarv
Uilpatricg. He had been in ill
health for some time, of Bright'a disease.
April 1.
:Dn'Uatmrr.ib

take peptiron now
Nteded

in the Spring by Pals, Weak,
Nervoue People.
Peptiron is in the form of pills,

Chocolate-coated,

pleasant

to

take,

easily assimilated, and is the most
auccessful combination of iron of
^hich its makers, C. I. Hood Co.,
■bowell, Mass., have any knowledge.
you must have an abundance of
U'on in your blood if
you are to be
seen,quick and fit in the battle of life,
obstacles and know no such
t>h*rCOme
thing as failure. For several reasons
tack of iron in the blood is more
noticeable in the Spring than at any
other time.
Besides iron, Peptiron includes
pepsin, nux, celery and other tonics,
“erve helps and digestives. It
gives
strength, color and body to the
oiood; reddens pale cheeks, steadies
the
nerves, improves the digestion,
nourishes and gives stamina to the

»hole body.

It is the tonic
Spring medicine for
y'Jh and for yoor family—especially
for
Spo®
spindling boys and girls.
Take it this Spring.

Keep Wheanesa ways.
Are you keeping wheatless Mondays and Wednesdays In your home?
The responsibility of supplying our
aa'oclatss in this war with wheat until next summer has now been shifted
American
the
to the shoulders of
housekeeper, according to the Food

Administration.

The farmer and the shipper have
done their work as far as the wheat
The harvest has
crop la concerned
been gathered and the surplus has
been shipped to France.
There will not be another wheat
summer. From
crop until the coming
bread
now until then every loaf of
that finds Its way "over there" to the
home of a worn and burdened mother
a
or Into the outstretched hands of
Boraeone
hungry child will mean that
In America has kept Wheatless Days.

FKANHLLIN.
Carleton Donnell of Ellsworth

Hancock County Men Left

town

Camp Friday.

for

They

ing

I

Fred Burke of Unionville is visit-

her

daughter,

Pervear, Northeast Harbor.
Warren Trask, Ellsworth.
Mark L. Harris, Mar Harbor.
Levi B. T. Gillis, Biuehill.

ciety

W. Blamdell and son William
business visitors in Ellsworth Fri-

pneumonia.

,

Edmund J. Sullivan, Bar Harbor.
Mies Helen Bragdon of M. C. L, PittsWilliam V. Pinkham, Htonington
field, is spending the Easter recess at
Walter M. Pierson, Rangor.
home.
Everard Moran, Bar Harbor.
Mrs. Bernard Donnell and mother, Mru.
Burton L. Hodgkins, Eden.
Ouptiil, visited Mrs. Fred Donnell WedDavid Young, Bar Harbor.
nesday.
Albert R. Barbour,. Deer Isle.
Miss Gertnsde Bragdon, who has spent
Frank 11. Treworgy, Surry.
the winter in Easton, Pa., arrived home
Charles M Wescott, Bar Harbor.
ArthurG Blaisdell, Bucksport.
Saturday.
The two last named were substituted for
Mrs. Ira McGown and children, with
James Haskell of Deer Isle and Frank C. Mrs. Henry
Bradbury and little daughter
Brown of Eagle Island, who were in the Eleanor, earns home Friday from Bar Har
fourteen originally called.
bor, where they visited tbeir sister, Mrs.
Herbert Wilbur.
PENOBSCOT.
Mrs. Lewis Holmes of Guilford, who
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Hutchins
the P. N. Bowden bouse.

are

Mr. and Mrs. Brainard Leach are with
Mrs. Loach's mother, Mrs. Frank Dunbar.

Capt.

J

B. Sellers has been

the house the

past week with

very

severe

cold.
M.

F.

Bridges arrived home Saturday
from Green Lake, where he has been employed this winter.

j

soon

been called to the

Join

department.
April 1.

the

medical

Woodlocke.

EAST FRANKLIN.
Wentworth is home from

Mrs. Minnie

Rum ford, where she has spent the winter
wilh her son Everard.

when Miss Minnie Harriman

I

nicely,

A son was born to Mr. %pd Mrs. Charles
Hulbert March 27—Charles S. jr.

as

began to-day with
Cherrytield and Mrs.

Miss

Joy

teachers.

H. E.

Mass.,

Adelbert

GOULDS BORO.

the Easter
Mrs.
home

home for

P. H. Spurting is confined to her
an attack of lumbago.

ed home

and

children

to Steuben last week to visit her
Mrs

w-ent

twelve

Cyrus

driving Ernest Whitduring his illness.

Whitaker is

Capt. George

Shaw and

Edward

Spurl-

who is

ing left for Bar Harbor Monday to prepare
the schoouer Circle for the

season.

and

on

the

Rev.
their

Brewer June..
Holden.
McKenries...
Phillips Lake....
Green Lake..
NicoHn.
F/llsworth Falls.
Ellsworth
Wash’gt’n June.
Franklin Road.-Hancock.
Waukeag, E Fy.
Mt Desert Fy.
SuJlivan....
Sorrento.
Bar Harbor., ar..

The
of

his way to

France,
Q.

Myron Whitney

Harbor.
Miss Bertha

Boyd

of Calais

guest of Mrs. Frank Libby.
April 1.

was a

4 14.
4 27
35
4 44
4 47

14

t* 66.

PM

Infant Street School

to

was

Building
For Sale at
Public Auction

employment

has

The Infant street school building
will be sold at public auction at the
aldermen's room, Hancock hall, Wednesday, April 10, 1910 at 10 o’clock

at

Wilson’s

having

at

corner.

large hennery

a

Moore

is

her

visiting

By Order,

H. F. Maddocks

Red

taken

sum

of

for

the Red

Ellsworth, April 1, 1918.

well

was

greatly appreciated by

all.

Cross

Eyes

Poor

$5.

Cross afternoons which have

suspended

w'orking

The service

BOARD OF ALDERMEN.

and wife

for

a

material

few

were

Mean Lost

Pleasure

weeks for lack

Your greatest pleasure comes from
what you see. If your sight is poor,
Ask anyyour pleasures are limited.

resumed last ;

one

Hydraulic Power.
The use of hydraulic power in Spain
for mills and other business places is

eyes

protect

with poor eyes, then
to-day. See

your

E. H. BAKER,

rapidly Increasing.

Doctor of

Optometry,

65 Oak Street,

will Bee better
later with his clear vision Eye Glasses

Ellsworth, and you

HORN.
ANDERSON—At Brook'in, March 25, to Mr
and Mrs Adelbert Anderson, a son. [John
Frederic ]
BOWDEN—At Orland, March 27, to Mr and
Mrs Emery 3 Bowden, a son.
CONNORS—At Castine, March 22. to Mr and
Mrs Merle H Connors, a daughter.
DILLON —At Ellsworth. April 2, to Mr and
Mrs William Dillon, a daughter.
GROSS—At Bucksport, March 21, to Mr and
Mrs Irving Gross, a son.
[Raymond Danfoith.
ROY—At Brooklin, March 24, to Mr and Mrs
William Roy, a son. |Jobn.l

PLUMBING,
Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.
HONEST WORK; HONEST

Une Femme.

PRICES

Twenty Years’ Experience.

MARRIED.

Personal attention to all details.
Telephone
or mall orders promptly attended to.

I HARRIMAN—CLOUGH—At Franklin. March
Elephant’s Gaits.
by Rev C W Lowell, Miss Minnie E
The elephant can neither trot, canter I 28,
Franklin, to Harvard M
Harrimau, of
nor gallop; it’s only pace is a walk,
Clough, of Ellsworth.
fast
to
a
hastened
of
being
MALAN90N—HARDING—At Manset, March
; capable
81, b> R* v Mr Alleu, Miss Hazel Malauson,
shuffle.
recent
to Clareuce Harding.

EDWARD F. BRADY,

sorry to
learn of his illness of measles at Winter
are

41.

3 49
f3 57
4 00.

M. L. HARRIS,
General Passenger Agent.
Portland, Maine,

gone to West Gouldsboro to work in the
mill for F. T. Wood.
Friends of

f3

t7 40
f8 10.
f8 45 T6 06
AM

_

was

7 20

16
35

3
3

Stops on signal or on notice to conductor.
*
Daily. Sundays included, t Daily, except
Sunday.
DANA C. DOUGLASS,
General Manager.

week.

Mrs.

6 87

6 57
02
04
* 13
f6 22
8 31
6 41
6 56
17 03
7 11
7 14

f6
f6

1

fine.

exceptionally

lodge by P. N.

and

collection

bteen

00
M

a. m.

yielded the

Bridges, and was accepted in bebalf
lodge by Dr. F. S. Herrick. The
the
singing of
by
program closed
“America,” after which asocial hour was

Harry Foss have

in

KLLS WORTH

Louise

attended
A

enjoyed.
April 1.

home

honeymoon trip

Sunday afternoon.

son,

of the

George Joy.

Albert, Kenneth

was

Franklin,

Rev. Nelson Hedeen held Easter services

receiv-

M

Bangor.lv.. t& 80 f8 10.

daughter, Mrs. Hiram Danico, at Nicolin.

Belle

Baker, who has been employed
by W. F. Hutchings, weut borne Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph McDonald and
little sou Delma speut the week-end with
Fred P.

Mr. and Mrs.

now

presented

The

Maddocks’

Mrs.

“Uncle Sam’s Album” was given, with
Uncle Sam showing his old friends, w ith
colored lights thrown upon them, which
made a
pretty picture. A service flag
with one star in honor of Virgil Gray,

mother

Augtstus Grant.

aker’s team

ladies

A

Portland.lv.112 25 f7

built.

illness of

a

m

a

11 00.

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
Boston via
pm
am
Portsmouth lv
*9 00
Boston Via
Dovwr lv.. f8 40.

_

Maddocks is

Mr.

Worcester,

are

......

....

f# 20 *4 46

ceremony was performed
The bride is one of

Nason

H.

Ralph

bor

Edgar Handy is seriously ill of rheumatic fever. His daughter, Miss Minnie,
w hs is
employed at Otter Caeek, is expectMrs.

J.

Friday evening, March 29, Center HarKebekah lodge entertained Brooklin
lodge I. O. O. F. There was a banquet at
6 30, hfter w hich the gentlemen were invited to the lodge room, where a pleasing
A flag drill by
program was presented.

by

......

week.

the birth of

pm
06
am

*1

P. A. Allen.

at the home of

Anderson and wife

pm
f6 66

..

W. Nason bas been spending a few
Center with his brother, A. B. Nason.
Mrs. Forrest Moore was in Bangor last

for him.

the serious

on

Portland.Mr.
Boston via
Portsmouth,ar...
Boston via.
Dover ar

days at Bncksport

Easter concert was given at the
Baptist church Sunday evening, the committee in charge
being Mrs. Frederic
Emerson, Mrs. H. D. Powers, Mrs. Robert
Lambert and Mrs. George Herrick.

recess.

Monday.
Emily Piper

Rev.

NORTH

A fine

rapidly improving.
are

by

ing congratulations
John Frederic.

John Whitaker, who is ill of pneumonia,
Tracy and Edna Joy

last week

.....

A.

called to

....

...

Camden.
Boston.

his father.

—

Dorris

Syrene

was

of

bride’s

and

in

Kane,
A
Fellows hall Saturday evening.
pleasant evening was enjoyed, with games
and dancing. Net proceeds, |7.15.

Nora

Marcia

..

Rockland’s
best-known
young ladies.
The groom is a graduate of the University
of Maine law school and is practicing law

of the grammar school,
teacher, gave a hox social at

Miss

the

Thursday evening, by
They will make

double-ring

The

Odd

Mr*. Marcia Woodsome of Livermore
Falls is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
N. C. Springer.
B.
April 1.

is

helping

Uarrunan

at

girls’ agricultural clubs
will meet in the vestry Friday evening
with their local leaders and organise and
plan for the coming season’s work. The
local leaders urge that all who are going
to join this year be present at this meeting.
The many friends of Adelbert L. Miles
congratulate him on bis marriage Tuesday, March 26, to Miss Lucia Burpee, at
the borne of the bride’s parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Burpee,
in Rockland. The
couple were attended by Miss Geneva Rose.

by

months.

care

last

boys’

The

The students

Jesse H. Woodworth.
of

is

......

Hancock.—. 10 89
5 48.
Franklin Road. 10 47 16 64
11 08 6 18
Wasb’gt’n June
K'.4 s worth.
11 10
6 22.
KFIsworth Falla ..Ml 18 6 27
NJcolin.-..
fll 2* f6 40
Green Lake. U 37 6 4t.
Phillips Lake. fll 44 f0 5t..
McKenzies.1... f6 58
Holden. U 51
7 04
Brewer June. 12 10
7 24
Bangor.ar .....fl2 15 f7 80.

P

and

home here.

j

B.

spent*three

Phillips

Mrs. Nettie Scammons went
Bar
to
Harbor to attend the funeral of her broth-

Schools

married

as

Charles W. Lowell.

Mist Florence Hinckley of Bluohill was
the week-end guest of Miss Etta Bridges.
is very ill. Mrs.
Augustus Parker

woods.

Willey

Minnie E.

A, E. Farnsworth and wif© returned Friday from Boston, where they
have

gaining.
Clough of this place

Miss

Hon.

ton, where she has been teaching.
Bartlett Wallace and George Hooper
have gone to Machias to work in the

reported

is

were

Franklin

Edith Phillips has returned from
Rock, Mass., where she has been visiting
her son, Capt. Fred Phillips.

Prince-

and

Harvard M.

Mrs.

F. E. Blaisdell last week.

Desert Py ..tlO 80 f6 88
10 86
5 42
Waukeag, S Fy

.........

married

%

re-

Herbert A. Ash was taken to the E, M.
general hospital last Thursday, aud was
operated upon that afternoon. He rwMied

BKOOKLIN.

W. Blaisdell and wife of Cambridge,
Mass., visited his parents, Mr. and Mrs.

er,

1.

have

Bearsport, where Mi».
employment through the

home from

Ferriald has hod
winter.

The ceremony was performed by Rev. C.
W. Lowell, using the single ring service.

April

E. Fbrnald and wife

Frank

i to Harvard Clough. They were accompanied by the bride’s brother and wife, Mr.
j and Mrs. Richard Harriman of Bangor.

L.

Miss Nora Bunker is home from

was

iu’livan.j.

....

turned

Elmer Perkins is borne from Southing- !
Thursday evening there was a quiet
ton, Conn., where he has been the past wedding at the
Methodist parsonage
He has

Baturday and Sunday, called by
of their uncle, Charles J. Tre-

worgy.

>

months.

here

were

TO

......

Vlt

Leighton of Winthrop was here
over
Friday night of last week with
friends, leaving for Steuben Baturday.
Walter and Granville Gray, of Orland

Leach and Mrs. Lizzie Bowden
as several of those participat*
I Thursday,
home, after spending the
j ing were victims of colde. The Easter
winter in Biuehill and Franklin.
concert Sunday evening by the yonng
There will be a meeting of Penobscot
j people of the Methodist Sunday school
0.
E.
chapter,
S., Friday evening, April 5, was entertaining and attracted the usual
at 7.30. A full attendance is desired.
good number.

few

the winter.

E. C.

have returned

colors, and will

from

Oatrbell and wife have moved
home from Bath, where Mr. UalcheU has
had employment for several months.

The Red Cross entertainment scheduled
for last week was laid over for this wewk

Mrs. Ella

Brooks have arMystic, Conn., where

Mrs. Orlando

Charles

the death

BAR HARBOR

Harbor-.lv
iorrento.I.
4ar

home

they spent

Capt. F. P. Gott left Saturday fcr Virginia to visit bis son Ralph, who is still
very ill in a hospitaL He was accompanied by his daughter, Mrs. Ha neon. They
hope to bring Ralph home with them.

confined to
a

Mr. and
rived

visited her parents, W. E. Bragdon and
wife, returned home Thursday. Mr. Bragdon attended the republican State convention in Portland.

oc-

cupying

In Effect

Jan. 20, 19X8,

Forrest M. Easier was railed home from
Boston Iasi week by his wife’s illness of

Mrs. J.

day-

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Charles

meeting of the ladies’ aid sowill be with Mrs. Lewis F. Springer.

were

Albert C. Cottle and family have moved
into the house of Moses Cottle.
Saunders and wife of Bucksport have been visiting W. L. Saunders
and wife.

Mrs. E. P. Garbett.

The next

are:

Gov

attomtsfinniw.

FALLS.

in

Thursday,

Mrs.

Fourteen Hancock county men in the
draft left for Camp Devens last
Friday.

KLLS WORTH

I
was

Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telapaoue 178-J.

—

ELLSWORTH

8.

Cliff and Cave Dwellers.
The cliff dwellers knew nothing of
the use of metals. Their knives were
mude from the bones of the deer, highly polished and very sharp. Their |
household utensils consisted of pottery
jars and casks made of fiber and covered with a substance resembling modern
varnish.
Although tm- earliest
cliff dwellers were prehistoric, cave
livers have existed in almost every
age of the world. The ancient Uorites
derived their name from their practice of living In cuverus ami subterranean abodes.

Close Butcher Shops.
So short Is the meat supply in England that the recent sinking of two
Argentine
from
meat laden ships
closed every butcher shop in London.
In Engbegan
Compulsory rationing
Oriental Ruby.
land February 25. While the scheme
The oriental ruby consists of nearly
starts with butter and margarine. It
alumina—1. e„ oside of aluminum
is expected It will extend to other pure
—In a crystalline form, containing but
commodities later. Special cards will
be Issued to children below a certain 1 per cent of oxide of Iron and onehalf of 1 per cent of any other subage and persons employed In manual
stance.
labor.
The specific gravity of this
precious stone Is higher than that of
Hoe Friend of Bayonet.
War Is making bare the world’s many other gems, ranging from 3.9 to
cupboards; the granaries are being 4.2. Aluminum, the metal, has, when
emptied, the flocks thinned, the herds cast, a density of 2..K5; when forged, of
War
butchered, the mines scraped
2.67, or only one-third of that of forged
Is making everything dear except hu
steel or a fourth of that of silver.
is
the destructive monster
man life:
The melting point Is about 1,300 deconsuming more food essentials than
Want follows hard grees Fahrenheit.
It Is producing.
In the wake of the chariot wheels of
Mars, and the whole world Is threatAnother Thing to Remember.
ened with hunger, the menace of
Willie and his mother had been visthe
wttb
which will become greater
thetr aunt in the country. After
Victory iting
prolongation ef hostilities.
his mother was telling one
will go to the combatants who are returning,
The food of her friends over the phone how
best fed and nourished.
Food homelike her aunt's house was. Wilquestion Is now paramount.
production 1* as essential to victory lie was taking In the conversation and,
The spade aad the speaking up, said: “Mamma, don’t foras food saving.
hoe must befriend the rifle and the get to tell her how homely auntie waa,
bayonet.
too."

MARKETS.

CHANDLER-At North Bucksport, March 29. All Kinds of Laundry Work.
NAPHTHA CLEANING
Following are retail prices in Ellsworth j Mrs Ruth H t_;haudler. aged 74 years, 8
mouths. 16 days.
Uoods called for and delivered
to-day:
i DAUPHINEE-At Dedham. March 26, Lila !
COUNTRY PRODUCE.
post work
Ada. wife of Edgar V Dauphinee, aged 26 Special attention to
years,6 mouths, 6 days.
tt>.
48
§52
Dairy butter,
H.
B.
ESTEY
&
DAVI8—At Newport, March 30, Colin E
42
Fresh eggs, do*.
Davis, formerly of Ellsworth, aged 58 years.
28
I
Fowl, lb.
Ellaworth. Me
GILPATRICK-At Milwaukee, Wis, March 28, State Street,
30
Chickens, lb.
M l’GiI patrlck, formerly of East Lamoiue,
68
8
a
years, mouths, days.
aged
Hay, loose, tou. 9l0g9l2
HARDISON-At Ellsworth, March 2», Sabin O
VEGETABLES.
Hardison, aged 71 years, 11 njonths, 12 days.
35 MURCH—At Ellsworth, April 2.
Mary S,
Potatoes, pk.
wife of Ephraim Murch, aged 57 years.
06
Cabbage, lb.
March
24, John, infant
05 ROY—At li.ooklin,
Beets, lb.
son of Mr aud Mrs William hoy.
.03
Onions, lb
ROBBINS—At Southwest Harbor, Match. 26,
02
Car ruts, lb
Howard P Robbins, aged 80 years, 11
months.
06
Squash, lb.
C21* SALISBURY —At Bar Harbor, March 27,
Turnips, lb.
Marstou Salisbury, aged 55 years.
10
Pumpkins, each.
TREW’ORGY-At Ellsworth Falls. March 29.
Charles J Treworgy, aged 73 years, 8 mouths
FRUIT.

parcel

CO., Proprietors

...

i

I

.....

Telephone,

40386
8hizl 00

Uauanas.

4O36O

FEW STAPLES.
Sugar, granulated, lb.

09

A

powdered.
yellow.

14
10

30
Cane sugar syrup, qt.
19385
Coffee, lb.
35
3 70
Tea. a>.
Molasses, gal...
7639100
..

MEATS AND PROVISIONS.
Beef, roasts B>
steak B>.
Veal,
Lamb, ft.
Hams.
Bacon.*..
Salt pork, *.
Lard, *.

*.

1

|
I

IsTCTRSeT

Hiss H. Elizabeth

Googins,

94 Franklin St., Ellsworth

..

Lemons, doz
Oranges, doz.

|

Laundry

Ellsworth Steam

I>IKO.

20*85
85*50
20*40

|

29

days.

TINCKER-At Boston, March 21. Richard H
Tincker, native of Elisworih, aged 79 years.
WARDWELL— At Verona, March 27, Mrs
Rachel Abbott W'ardweli, aged 79 years, 10
mouths.
THANKS.
CAKI)
WISH to express my thanks to my good
neighbors and friends who so kiudiy assisted me through the sickness and death aud
burial oi my husband; aud who have since
prepared my wood lor the stove. I also thauk
ihe Maaonic lodge for beautiful flowers.
Mrs. Aon kb O. Dow.
West Tremont, March 29.
OF

25*40
40
45*50
84
84

FLOUR. FHBD AND GRAIN.
91200
Flour, bbl.
4 00
Corn, bag (wnole, cracked or meal,)
Shorta. 92 80**: 70
Mixed feed and middlings.
92 80*98 80
9 Ofl
Oats, bag, 29 ba.

Albert N. Cushman

Electrician andContractor
Electric Supplies and Fixtures
Ellsworth

I Estey Building

Telephone 37-11

I

2tomisni.ma.

H. W. DUNN
Manufacturer and dealer in

High Grade Granite

and Marble

Monuments, Tablets and Markers
■daworth and Bar Harbor, M«.

149-3

tProCtsBionai Cam.

ALICE

H.

SCOTT

Wt* KCI Al.TY MADE OF

TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent U mon Sale Deposit A Trim Co., of rort*
vial, lor
furulahing Probate and Surety Bond
Agent Oliver Typewriter) typewriter auppited
Cor. Matu end Water Sta. (over Moore*e Dra
seore). Hlewertb. Me.

When the mailorder house finds a
whose local merchants do not advertise, it fattens it* catalogue mailing
Wsttown

NER
H

JS SiGK

_ACHES

GIRL
FOR

COUNTY NK\Ys

TO SPEED THE KNITTING

rs MEDAL I ELEVEN OFFENSES PUNISHABLE BY
If-!
R HEROISM
DEATH IN UNITED STATES ARMY

HANCOCK.
Mr. and

Kufu. Stratton
tng bia mother, Mra. Florence

Young English Woman Volunteers
for Dangerous Task in

to

Munitions Plant.

Calls Attention
or

Stratton has closed bis
hen,
here and moved «ns
family to

Shoot-

Case

for the

ISO Caroline

Are., Ogdensburg, N.Y.
"I suffered a great deal for three or

four years with Nervous Sick Headache and Dyspepsia. Had to take two
to four seidlitz powders every other
day. Tried doctors—ate bran gems—
but
took ail kinds of remedies
nothing did me good until I used.
—

‘Fruit-a-tives’, or Fruit LiverTablets.
I was relieved the first day I used
them. They made me well and keep
me well, and I am always glad to tell
people of the great things ‘Fruit-aOgdensburg

now using ‘Fruit-a-tives’ on my
lecommendatiou' ’.
C. E. BESWICK.

60c. a box,6 for $2.50, trial size 25c.
At all dealers or sent on receipt of
price, by FUUIT-A-TIVES Limited,
OGDENSBURG, N Y.

NEWS

mckinley.
W. Richardson has been ill the past

week.
A.

D. Moore and Richard Norwood

Mr.

are

ill of mumps.

Morin is again in town.

start his business

He

will

soon.

E. L. Kelley and Watson Thurston, who
have been ill, are out again.
Oott and Mrs. Vandelia Tana short stay.
Mr. and Mra. Fred Davis and Mrs.
Willard Rich moved from West Tremont
8a t urday.
Logan Gott left Thursday for Fort
Miss Anna

ner are

in Portland for

Fairtleld,

where

he has

employment

as

barber.
W. P. Murphy came home Saturday
from Portland, where be has bad employment.

Washington.—Four America^ sol* I each other punishment ns a court-martial may direct."
dters, sentenced to death for sleeping
It Is Explained, however, that this
Explosion Occurs While She Is Hunt- on sentry duty In the front-line trenchdoes not apply to the striking of an
es in France, may be saved from the
ing for Foreign Substances In Powlaw’s extreme penalty by General Per- officer “in legitimate self-defense,"
der—Predecessor on the Job
action in sending the records and. of course, au officer who strikes a
shing’s
Was Killed.
of their cast's to Washington for re- I mail under him Is liable to severe pun
lshment.
view. (General Pershing has authority
London.—Miss Gladys Herrington,
Rules regarding punishment for mnto carry out the sentence of the courtI twenty years old, undertook a dangerttny or sedition are Inclusive. The
martial, hut It is only on foreign soil
j ous task In a munition factory, alde<th penalty may he Imposed at the
that such power lies In the command*
though she knew, sooner or later. It !
lng general’s hands, for by an order of discretion of the court-martial upon
probably would result In her death or
anyone who “attempts to create, beDecember 29 the war department at
serious Injury.
She narrowly escaped
gins. causes, excites, or Joins In" muthe suggestion of the president, ruled
death In an explosion, and now she has
tiny or sedition, hut the liability to the
that no death sentence In the army
received the British empire medal. At
does not stop
extreme punishment
forces in this country could be exefirst It was thought she would not live.
there. Anyone who, belDg present at
of the ease by the
Then It was believed she would be ter- cuted before review
a mutiny or seditious outbreak, does
So far as Is known here,
ribly disfigured. She Is alive and will department.
not “do his utmost to suppress it,"
the only execution of an American solstill be a handsome girl, and a very
may be punished by the execution of
dier In France up to the present time
one.
happy
has been that of Private F. Cadue. the death sentence, as If he had been
Very Dangerous Job.
hanged In November for assault and an organizer of the sedition himself.
Her part of the work was to mix murder of a French
Also, anyone who has reason to begirl.
powder of a very dangerous nattire.
lieve that a mutiny is nbont to occur
Punishable by Death.
The woman who preceded her was
or
that sedition Is being stirred up
Under the laws of the American milburned to dentil, and as the managemust report the matter In full to his
itary organization. 11 offenses are pun- superior officer on pain of Incurring
ment did not rare to assign anyone to
the task It asked for volunteers. Miss ishable by death, although thene are the same
punishment as an actual mosufHerrington offered her services. Now variously subdivided. Spies must
tlneer.
she Is in a hospital gradually recover- fer the death penalty, and theirs is the
“Making known the countersign"
ing her henlth nnd beauty. She worked only offense for which the death sen- and "forcing safeguard" are purely
nil alone from nine o'clock at night un- tence is mandatory.- For murder and
military offenses for which the death
til six o’clock in (he morning, and her rape, punishment must, according to
penalty may tie Imposed. “Relieving
or life Imdeath
be
either
the
ruling,
constant aim was to discover foreign
the enemy" may cover a number of
Is
sentence
If
the
death
substance which might have been prisonment;
military crimes against one-'s country,
are
is
it
hanging.
Spies
by
im|>osed
placed in the powder.
and "harboring the enemy” or "directHer story as told by herself Is as fol- usuitlly hanged, also, because, to quote
ly or Indirectly” giving him any sort
“death
of
the
by
manual
regulations,
lows :
of Intelligence is punishable by death
more
is
considered
Ignomin- at
“For n time all went well. I liked hanging
the discretion of the court-martial. ;
the job and I never felt afraid. I wore ious than death by shooting.” HangMany Touching Stories.
usual
“is
the
a fireproof suit.
Eight weeks ago the ing. the rule continues,
The tragedy of sleeping on post has
accident happened. It was at ten to method of execution designated In tbe
furnished some of the most famous
six in the morning.
I suppose some case of spies, of persons gutfty of murand touching stories lr. the history of
foreign substance must have got Into der In connection with mutiny, or our own and other labels. Everyone
of
the powder.
Suddenly there was an sometimes for desertion in the face
has heard the story of Lincoln's forexplosion and a great blazeup, and In the enemy; but In the case of a po.*ely
giveness of the country boy who. tired
spite of my suit I caught fire. I think military offense, such as sleeping on
by a long campaign, slept at his senthat the powder had eaten its way into post, such sentence, when imposed, is
try post. An English soldier, writing
my sleeves and rotted them a little, be- Bsuariy *to be shot to death with musof his experiences In this war, tells
cause my arms were terribly burned,
ketry.’ For the sake of example, and how he found
a young sentry asleep In
nnd ns my face was not protected at to deter others from committing like
an Important point of watch, and of
all ft was badly hurt. The worst of It iffenses, the death sentence may,
the agony of mind that preceded bis
be executed
was that I never lost consciousness,
j rken deemed advisable;
decision that ike must report the youth
the
of
the
ia
tbe
of
troops
presence
No Sleep for Weeks.
whose neglect of duty might have had |
rcmtnasuf.’
“I dashed out of the shed all alight.
terrible consequences for his comAt Discretion of Court-Martial.
rades and the army's position.
Fortunately one of the workmen had
heard the explosion, nnd he flew to my
The other eight offenses, or groups
Apropos of the war department's
help and rolled me In blankets, and I of offenses, listed as punishable by ! order that deattk sentences- passed upwas taken straight to the hospital,
death leave the penalty to the disere- ! on soldiers In this country he referred
rhey cut my clothes off. and for two tlon of the court-martial. "Death or to It for review. It Is recalled that
hfys 1 could not he moved from the Buih other punishment as Hie conrt- Lincoln in 1881 ruled that no army
tround floor. My mouth was so badly martlal may direct" is the usual word- I death sentence should be executed unhurnt that for ten days 1 could take lug of the army regulation.
The of- ; til he had personally examined all the
10 food except brandy.
For five weeks fenseB are cowardice, in any one of a
circumstances an* facta In the case.
1
had no sleep, and at first the doctors variety of ways; sleep or drunkenness I
drought I should be blind. I cannot on sentry post; desertion or the Inciteell you how thankful I felt when, after ment to or assistance In desertion; at- SAY CAR SLANG IS HARMFUL
little while. I was able to see agniu. tack upon n superior officer or insub- j
“My friends have come to see me ordination; mutiny or sedition; mak- Dignity and Auto Muat Travel Side by
Side in Future, According
frequently in the hospital, and 1 have ing known the countersign; forcing i
to Officials.
been very happy here.
safeguard; relieving the enemy with I
“The head man at the factory came ammunition “or aDy other thing,” or
Sew York.—Dignity and the autohimself to see me. and the manager
harboring or giving intelligence to the \
mobile henceforth must travel elde by j
sent one of the girls with £5 to spend I
enemy.
side, according to the most recent ultl- I
on any little comforts I might like. My
In the offense ef “neglect of sentry
rnatuin by the National Automobile
wages are being paid every week.
duty," which la a betrayal of respon- j
Chamber of Commerce.
“But I am a coward.
I have not I
sibillty whose seriousness has made
once looked in the glass since the acclFrom 80 to 90 per cent of the “pleasit an almost unforgivable crime against j
ears" are used for business or
dent. I cannot bear to see my face unure
military law, the letter of the regu- |
til It Is better."
lation recognises no difference between ! utilitarian purposes. Hence the phrase
be changed to “passenger car.”
being asleep and being Intoxicated. should
Other terms considered harmful are
The
reads:
sentinel
who
ruling
“Any
MARGUERITE OGDEN
“nouessential
Is found drunk or sleeping upon his “Joy riding,” “stunts,"
industries” for “uoowar Industries,”
or
who
leave*
It before he is regpost,
,-! ularly relieved, shall, If the offense be “speedster” and “sport car” for runThe ulticar.
committed la time of war, suffer death about or cross-country
matum further says:
or such other punishment as a court“By concerted effort on the part of
martial may decree."
It is further
advertising managers,
provided that “the fact that the ac- i manufacturers,
and automobile edicused had been previously overtaxed automobile dealers
v>tll be presented In
by excessive guard duty is not a de- tors. the motorcar
true and rightful aspect In the pubfense, although evidence to that effect ; Its
lic and official mind.”
may be received as extenuation of the
offense." The point Is distinctly made
that toe sentry who neglects hts duty
PUN TO GUARD LIVE STOCK
has jeopardized no one knows how
many thousands of bis fellows, and
It may be a crucial position to his
Any Animal Should Be Segregated
Soon as Symptoms of Illness
country's cause. Whether he was InAre First Discovered.
toxicated or merely asleep Is, In the

commenced

Maud Trask in

the

Miss Caroline Silsby

Capt.

C. O.

to-day, with Mrs.
grammar

as

Martin

room

and

primary teacher.■
will

resume

his

former business

(purchasing lobsters) instead of navigation, as he has been doing
this winter,
Charles W. Martin arrived Saturday
from Portland. He will return Monday
to prepare the smack Eva Martin for the
coming season.
Mrs. Amanda
in

improved

Norwood of

health,

so

Bernard haB

that she

was

able

mother, Mrs. P. W. Richardson, Friday.

to visit her

Wallace

King

is

seining

out of Manset.

Mrs. King and nieoe, Marguerite Arey,
accompanied him, to remain a few days
at the home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
William

April

King.
P- M.

1.

HK CAN KK*T FINK NOW
“I suffered greatly from kidney and bladder trouble." writes F. B. Fairbauk, 65 Grand
Had to get
River Ave W. Detroit. Mich.
up six or seven times during the night. Foley
Kidney Fills have worked wonders amt 1 can
recommend them as the best medicine I have
This sterling family remedy
ever taken.”
relieve*' rheumatic pains,
backache, stiff
joints, sore muscles, and other ills attributed
to kidney trouble.—Moore's Drug Store.

Run

Down, Aching

!

people need a good tonic
that will send the blood
tingling through the
body, enrich it by improving the digestion,

and clean it by expelling the
Health is a
waste matter.
matter of plenty of rich blood,
free from impurities.

PERUNA
dispels inflammation of the
blood making organs, —the di-

gestion-gives

tone and

“pep"

to the membranes that line
the lungs and (he digestive tract,
and invigorates the entire system.
you take
Yon can have health

At year drag-

“Any person subject to military law
who, on any pretenae whatever, strikes
bis superior officer or draws or lifts up
any weapon again." him, being in the
execution of his office, or wilfully disobeys any lawful command of his superior officers, shall suffer death or

Marguerite Ogden, state chairman
! of the California department of conservation of the Federation of Worn! an's Clubs, has left ofT worrying about
j the conservation of forest, wild life
i and waterways, to lay special etnphasls on the conservation of food.
She Is Interested now in the marketing of the canned and dried fruits
which will soon be offering the problem of distribution to war workers.

Pig Comes Near Being Twins.
St. Thomas, Pa.—A pig that came
very close to being twins was born recently to a registered Polln-Chlna sow
owned by John E. Heckman of this
place. The shoatlet has two complete
noses, two mouths, two tongues, two
sets of teeth and three eyes, directly
The freak la
In front of Its head.
alive, on Its feet, and evidently thriving.

Hooping

Orooo

Early

in the world

war

Strong

experience proved the

extraordinary value of cod liver oil for strengthening
soldiers against colds, pneumonia and lung troubles.
Thousands of Our Soldiers

are

Taking

Stwn MS5KW
(A

if

few

a

was
Begins id Johnson
borne from
Main* Central institute for tbe Baste;
recess, returning to school on Meniisy.

Mis* Lena Young has arrived home
from
Everett, Mass., where she has apentthe
winter.
members

The

girl*1

sad

OF

SUAVE

Hancock
boy,’
been doing Red

quilt*.
April 1.

p

CUAXBKKKY ISLES.
KIm*r Spurliog, who bacbeeu very U|
litbJe belter.

lea

Perley Stanley returned hsme Saturiaj
alter being away for the winter. Uis
family are in Belfast.
Mra.

Charles

Spurting

is

expected

home Ibis week from Calais wlwre she bu
been visiting Mrs. Edna Spurting.

to-day

begsn

School*

both

with

again Mr. Perkins in tbs
grammar grade and Misa Benson, primary.
They board with Mra. Sadie TrhMell.
beak

teachers

Honan.

1.

AGENT

TRENTON.

Hopkins spent

Leland B.

Mountain Girt Is Enticed From Her
Home and Robbed of Wedding Presents.

tb“

week-end

|

at borne.
Arthur

K. Inland of West Enfield visit*

I

<wi tm sisters last week.

Pittsburgh.—Enticed from her home
on the pretense of marriage and robbed of the wedding presents her father
had given her. Vtna E. Saylor, aged
eighteen of Bmadhead, Ky., a typical
girl of the mountains, was found homeless In the downtown streets of Pitts-

have-

a

April

VICTIM

of

ctoba

rich daring
the winter.
Two
knitted afghsn* are completed and the
third one began. Tbe b.tya and girlaare
now busily engaged in
mukingpatchworlt

Cross

The comfort committee of the Navy
league of the United States has Installed In Its headquarters several
knitting machines for making sweaters. mufflers, socks and other wearing
apparel for “our hoys” “over here”
and “over there."
The Immediate
need of these necessities and tn anticipation of the enormous arnoont of
these articles which tvtll be needed by
the hoys In the next caM Is responsible
for the action taken by the Navy
lengne. They have found that a pair
of sockg. can he turned oot on a machine In 35 minutes.
An api>eal has
been sent out to our patriotic knitters to operate machines Instead of
knitting by hand and thereby speed
np the work.

Arthur

F. Jordan returned

to

hi* work

I

at Bath Iron Works laat weak.
The many frienda-of Sirs. 8. W. Billing*
are sorry to know she hell last week injur-

|I mg her

aide.

April

W.

1.

burgh.
Miss Saylor's father and uncle are
trappers In the mountains of Kentucky and each year sell their wares
to agents of a New York firm. A month
ago an agent arrived at Broadhrnd.
ills smooth talk and appearance soon
A ftaanuitf«d Treatment That Hiss
won the heart of the mountain girl and
blood the Tesial Time.
within a short time she gave her poosent to marriage.
Catarrh cures come atul catarrh cure* <o,
For a wedding present the girl's fa- but Hyomei coDliuues U» heal talar.-b and
I abolish its disgusting njroplonm wherever
ther gave her a trunk filled with val- alwHlaatkta exists.
Ksery year the a'ready enormous sal*# of
unble fura.
The couple left Broad; thia really acieotific treatmeut for catarrh
head, went t» Cincinnati and then ; grow greater, and the present year should
show ail records broken.
came to this elty, where the man and
! U you breath Hyomei daily a# directed J
the girl’s trunk disappeared.
will end your catarrh, or ia won't cost yoa a
fur

NO MORE CATARRH

oent.

lftvouharea hard rubWc Hyomei inhaler
somewbere around the house, get it out and
start at osce to forever rivkyourself c.f catarrh.
C E» Alexander, or any ether good drug*-**,
will sell yon a bottle o* Hyomei (ilouid).
•tar* tat breathe it and notice how quicki/'-*
clears out the air passages and makes th*
entiae head feel fine.
Hyomei used regularly- will end catawrk,
coughs, colds, bronchitis or asthma. A complete outfit, including a hard rubber pook -t
inhaler and bottle of Hyosael, costs but little.
No stomach dosing; Jus threat he it. It kill.the germ*, soothes and heals the iutiameU

CUT DOWN ON STAR BOARDEil
Beaton

Committee Plans for Special
Boarder's Pledge Card In
That City.

Boston.—A special boarder’s pledge
card may soon- be In circulation in this
city as a means of foo<k conservation
In hoarding booses. This la not a new
bearding house Joke, but a plan ol the
woman's committee of the Council of
Defense.
Of course the
National
boarding house patron will pretest
against conservation of food—he alHere
ways has—bog without results.
Is the cardt the woman’s committee
would have boarders sign:
“I, at present a hoarder in thin city,
hereby accept membership In the
States food
United
administration,

pledging myself,

ns a patriotic duty,
co-operate with the proprietor In
of meat,
the conservation
wheat,
sugar and fata, according to the directions and advice of tile food administrator."

to

OLD

DEBT

WIPED

IS

|

j

Selby, S. D.—Mrs. George, a widow
of Selby, recently received from the
pqpt office department at Washington
a sum of money which her husband
earned nearly sixty years ago.
Just preceding the Civil war Mr.
George wap a mall carrier In Virginia.
With the war and the separation of
West Virginia from Virginia, accounts
became badly mixed, and Mr. George’s
pay was lost track of.
Receutly some Inquisitive clerk In
the department ran across the account,
an investigation was started, and the
Jong delayed compenslon was forwarded to Mrs. George.

THINKS

IT'S

A

me ran rase.

No More Rheumatism
Tartnrlng Pains sad Swollen Joluts
Vanish When KJheuma la lifted.
At last a real remedy for rheumatic* in!

>

And a good one it must be w beu C. K.
Alexander aod good druggists everywhere
salt it ou the no-cure no-pay basis.
Rheumatics should hail the news with
great rejoicing, for il is surely a remarkable remedy and has a record of almost
F.
what
J
unbelievable curea. Head
Oliver of Albany, Qa., saya about, it:
fc*I bad sciatic rheumatism fur two year*,
snd tried every medicine offered for rheumatism. Tried many doctors, was treated
at one of the best southern senator unis,
and if I improved any I did not realize it.
1 am a conductor on
the
Centra! of
Georgia railroad, and had secured a pass
to Hot Springs, Ark., to taka treatment.
About that time I saw J£h*urua advertised
concluded to try it. I abandoned my
trip, took three bottles, and now feel as
well aa ever. 1 am going to make everybody I see who has rheumatism try it. i
would not take a hundred thousand dollars for what liheuiua has done for me. I
would rather be dead than live as 1 *»
before tba use of Kbeuma.”
If you have rheumatism in any form,
don't delay- try Rheutuu to-day. A large
bottle, sufficient for two weeks' treatment, is not expensive, »ud your money
back if it does not give you quick and Joyful relief.

OUT a*d

United States Square! Accounts With
South Dakota Widow After
Many Years.

j

Our Soldldrs

Yonng, recently an.
worker for
boy*1 and
in Hancock
county,
j
dsyalaal week.

grtla’ clubs

measures

Abbrrti*rnuuU.

H.

Helen

pointed emergency

letter of the law. a minor matter.
Preventive rather than therapeutic
will help farmeni to conserve more live stock, says C. P. Fitch,
head of the veterinary division. Minnesota College of Agriculture.
Any animal should be segregated as soon as
any symptoms of Illness are noticed.
If the trouble appears at all serious a
veterinarian should be called.

Thursday.

Mr*.

j

Insubordination.

Herbert Yonng and
children, «h,
spent the winter in Franklin, can,

home

j

The rule regarding insubordination
la very strict.
It reads:

r°

Mrs.
have

■

He will return this week.

School

Mam”™1

summer.

Frederick Johnson has
returned
Bowdoin college after spending the
r«*wi st home.

j

MR. C. E. BESWICK

18

Maas.

Clarence

—

quite

vll,(

°*r'
Mctkiuldrtck, teacher.
C, P. Cook and daughter
Oorotn
guests of Mrs. C. A. CretanT-

Waltham,

NARROWLY ESCAPES DEATH

P.

in thia

Mrs. Alice
are

Sleepy Sentries With the Army in France
Offenses Which May Be Punished by Hanging
ing—Death Sentence Is Mandatory Only in
of Spy—Many Touching Stories.

Sentence of

-X-

COUNTY

began

School

are

Stratton
district Mood

Mrs.

"FRUIT-A-TIVES" Brought Relief
The First Day He Tried Them.

tives’ have done for me.
I have many friends in

Mr*.

CATALOGUE

Greek Returns Questionnaire 3aylng
There Was Nothing on Llet He
Cared to Buy.

Renewed lestimony
No
ills

purchase.
Another questionnaire, returned by
Mexican, was accompanied by c
note which stated that the man could
not read United States, but knew It
was to help the war, ao Inclosed a 19

a

Mil

Ellsworth

in

headache,

can

or

afford to

backurinary

who suiters

distressing

ignore

this

Ellsworth

twice-told story. It is confirmed
testimony that no Ellsworth resident can
doubt.
K. J. Clark, 17 Union 81., says: ”S°n*
year* ago 1 waa troubled with kidney
complaint. I had severe, shooting peine
The kidney
across the small ol my back.
man’s

secretions
in
ney

Tulsa. Okla.—Mistaking bis questionnaire for a catalogue, Vsldore Ortado. a Greek, living at Escale, returned It to his exemption board with
a note, written in Greek, saying there
was nothing In the Hat he wished to

one

ache,

were

passage.

unnatural and irrsgulsr
use Doan's Kid-

I started to

Pills and 1 could
relief.

great
attack!

I

have

see

1

was

since

receiving

had

return

and hava need Doan’s Kidney Pill*

with very
good results.” (Statement
given August 7,1911).
On

December 4, 1916, Mr. Clark said:
with my kidno trouble
sines I recommended Doan’s Kidney

“I have had
neys
Pills before.

in
1 have unlimited faith

this msdiclne and endorse it again.”
Me, at all dealers. Poater-MUburn
Co., Mtgrs., Buffalo, N. V.

|

’amjfrujtnunta

Sfgal JNotirre.
MAINS.
sTATK
Probatb Ooubt.
M
APPOINTMENTS OF EXECUTORS. ADguardians or Adults and

COUNTY

NEWS

OF

NORTH CASTINE.

Bilious
Troubles

or

^^"tbatobs.

rosbbRVatob*.
M^a-Sach
ij*
Desert

noliCM in estates on
Island will be published
Bar Harbor time,; in
la Deer Isle and Btonington,
in all other
*he Deer Isle .Vsssewper;
in This Ellsworth American ]
under the
is
given
hereby
IC notice
18S of the public laws
-revisionsof chapter
Maine of I9l7.lbst the following
ur,sons have been appointed exec^
of adults and
•dnnnUrators. guardian*
respectively, in the hereinafter
estates
M. Cunningham, late of Surry, In
*? county, deceased. EmelmeS. Cunningexecutrix of
of said Surry, appointed
611
of said deceased^
...» will and testament
qualification March 6, a. d. 1918
lAiitia B. Cummiug. late of Sull.van Ic
Li roauty. deceased. John A. Curnmtng of
Vermont, appointed executor of the
;-ill snd testament of said deceased; date
Not being a
March ft, 1918
of *h* 8ut* of M»,ne’ h« *»aa apWm. B. Blaisdell of North Sullivan,
P,h- county of Hancock and State of Maine,
ln **id 8‘*le of Maine, as the law

Stir r^tbe

L'^ra
f,,

Raymond Ward well was
bor. a few days recently.

f’i

Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Bowden
a visit in Lawrence, Mass.

Knsliflcation

•WjJIt

Jtii* agent
karies

J2Tfj®
Itftte

5f

!f

Harry L. Gillis

Levi B. T. Gillis,
sons of *ir.
and Mrs. A. T. Gillis, are
“doing their bit” for Uncle Bam. Harry
left Oct. 3,1917, for Camp Devens, and
was transferred to Camp Gordon, Ga.
After training there a few months and
gaining the rank of sergeant, he was
again transferred to Camp Merritt, New
Jersey, and from there sailed to France.
News has been received of his safe arrival

there.

8ft
63

SOUTH

Henry Say les, late of Kden (now Bar Har-

bor}, in said couuty, deceased. A certain Instrument purporting to be the last will and
testament anu the codicila of said deceased,
ugether with petition for probate thereof
aad for the appointment of the executor
w tbout Riving a
surety or sureties on his
bond, pit*euled by Frederic 8. Goodwin, one
of me executors therein teamed, George Tappm Piancta, tbe other execu or named In
••id will, having declined to ae ve.
William H. Davis, late of Bar Harbor, in
•lid cosuiy, deceased. First at-« ount of Lucre
B. Bessy and Bert 11.
Young, executors, died
lui Mttieoiei.t.
Julia L. Ell I is, late of Westchester, N w
lurk, deceased
V*u
lVutiou died by A
Horne Hit a. executor and devisee, that the
•moantof tne inheritance tax on said estate
or determine*
by tbe Judge of probate.
Wuntta BrlHT.tAND K. CLARK, Judge of
•aid Court a
hliawortb. this ninet eu h
day of March. In the year of our Lor, uue
thousand nine hundred and eighteen.
Class E. Mulls*, Acting Register.
A true copy.
Attest:— Cl a ha E. MclLsk, Acting Register.

R.
bed.

of
couuty of Hancock,
her mortgage deed dated the
twen.y-tbiid Cm.v °* August, a. d. t«»», and recoided in the Hancock county tegiatry of
aeeda. b ok 841, page By, couvejtd to Jennie ;
a.
Boyle of »*t«i Mulhvan, a certain lot or |
p»n»- of •
d situated »ii said sullivau.
»o<t found d
and described a» follows, to
* l:
Buu. did on the north by land formerly
owne.i
by Amort ae Pett. e, on he ea*»t and on I
U>t rooih
0)1. .downed by Geo.ge W. Ash.
■na ou the
west by town r* ad lea- mg to
asan * M |(# .© called
and to Plantation No. 7. j
cow a pan oi
HulliVaD, containing two acres.
n>ore or
less, together with ail buildings
reun.
*or farther description see aaid
r> °!
Whereas
•• book 814, page 1MIW.
eondihon of aaid mortgage has been
oroxen and now remains broken,
now therebJ f«ason of the bieach ot the condition
mertof, i claim a foreclosure of said inorlKagc.
Sulli*aD» tbi* 23d day of March, *

JJJ**

I9l8*,td

INS. CO.

not

146,274 10
384,865 41
8,111 37

n't “npaid losses.
bnear,.,ed premiums,

«

ifaoilitiee.

capital,
J-ub
oorplus
over

Tot»> liabilities and surplus,

41327 18
464.783 os
387,820 75
l.ooo.ooooo
»18.085 ts

all liabilities,

LivaspooL,

Afsnu’
la
111

broke his

balances,
receivable,

'.'?1 And
other

rents,
assets,

Assets,
D-rf,,0,™**
items not admitted,
“Aonct

in

a

bad

condition,

in

arm a

April L

high school,

forming

in

an

improvement and

for the

served.

Mrs. Z. B. Conley and little
returned
to
Charlotte have
their home here after spending the winter
in Boston and Rockport, Mass.

lowing Friday for Otter Creek where
they wilt reside lor the present. Mr.
Handy is ou duty at the radio station.

Mr. and

daughter

community
Mrs.

suddenly

at her

X.
NORTH LAMOINE.

Forrest Richardson returned last week
Mass.

was the guest of Mrs.
F. Young several days last week.
Mrs. Etta Richardson aDd her mother,
Mrs. Rachel Hodgkins, who have spent
the winter in Danvers, Mass., will return

Mrs. A. B. Holt

E.

rhe funeral

who

called

was

by tbe
Norwood,

week

sister, Mrs. Robie

Sunday.

Her sister is

improved.
April 1.

much

Y.

the

at

the Christian
Burial

it Oceanville.
March

C.

27._

Mrs.
town

Enos

Tracy

of

sister* Mrs.

Steuben

in

waB

Tuesday.

John Whitaker is seriously ill of pneuMiss Daily, a trained nurse from
Bangor, is with him.
daughYoung
Geraldine, of West Gouldsboro, were
Kidand
Mrs.
Lewis
of
Mr.
Sunday guests
and

der.

pleasant surprise party

Alar.

3f the local

BUCKSPORT.
Frank Lowell met

with

a

serious

acciWith-

amusements.

chief

the

28._P.

The

served.

Charles

April

Insurance

Gerald Coombs and two children
returned to their home at North Jay.

Mrs.
have

in Portland last
was
delegate to the republicau 8tate
convention.
Scammou

8.

8.

week

as

T.

Goodwin
resume

has

gone to

bis

summer’s

ice

Tenants
ork

w

E.

and

E.

H.

Coombs,

Thompson.
Hubbard.

SURRY.
The Red Cross auxiliary will meet with
Mrs. Sinclair at East Surry Wednesday
afternoon, April 10, at 1.30 o’clock.

(9171

Agency

Friday.

houses

moved his family
Gouldsboro, where he will run a mill
and boarding house for F. T. Wo&d.
Hollins has

Irving

to

The entertainment announced to be
given by the piano club at the grange
hall

April

date

on

who

w’ere

postponed

2 has been

account of

to

a

later

illness among those

to assist.

of the largest salmon taken for
some time in this
vicinity was caught
recently by Dalton Reed in Abram’s pond.
were:
The measurements
length 26%
16
inches, weight
7%
inches, girth
One

pounds.

This

came

surprise

as a

Heed, as no one was
inhabited this pond.

that

aware

to Mr.
salmon

Echo.

March 30.

wear

off—be all

right'*shortly.

.—I

for Hancock and Waldo Counties
Correspondence

ASTNA INSURANCE COMPANY.

HARTFORD FIRE INSURANCE CO.
HARTFORD, CONN.

ASSETS DEC. 81. 1917.
721.000 00
418,800 00
7,800 00
23.962,062 18
8,864.51862
5,825 874 74
288,730 19
875,915 64

$

Real estate,
Mortgage loans,
CollateralloAns,
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents
Other assets,
Total aASetS,

$34,654,101

87

$ 2,000.000 oo
19,815,848 73
2,908,726 28
1,128.000 00
700,000 00
10,807,626 86

U. 8. Branch
NORWICH UNION FIRE INSURANCE
SOCIETY. LIMITED.

J

ASSETS DEC. 81, 1917.
leal estate,
627.207 93
9
tocks and bonds,
22,384.910 43
A>ans on collateral,
20.615 00
’ash in office and bank,
3,221,766 39
ash in bands of agents and
in trarsi'.
3.879,610 00
ntcrest and rents,
152 666 96
Ill s receivable
3.014 00
)tber admitted assets,
102,876 55

THE HOME INSURANCE CO.

Gross assets.
deduct items not admitted,

Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank,

Agents’balances.

2.914,368 34
622,714 97
582,173 43

i?

Bills receivable.
Interest and rents,
All other assets,

*®,4t?
9.656 96

Oross assets,
Deduct items uot admitted,

193,607 56

1?

$3,823,889 57

830,392,667 26
540,481 44

Admitted assets.
829,852.185 82
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1917.
Set unpaid losses,
8 2,033.317 01
Unearned premiums,
13,391,901 12
Gl other liabilities,
865.UUH0
ash capital,
5,000,000 00
8.561,967 69
iurplus over all liabilities,

NEW YORK.

J “g capital,

Ubilltie”

£

let

surplus

hUoTdJft“

6,000.000

over

rega'dS V°'iCy'

INSURANCE.

Lightning,

GARDNER AND COMPANY,

Agents.

Bucksport, Maine.
TRAVELERS

INSURANCE CO.

HERTFORD, COMM.

,oans on company’s
?asb on band and in

policies,
bank,

teal estate,
merest accrued,
^oars secured by collateral,
Deferred life premiums,
>remtums to be collected,
teiusurance,

\\

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,
Admitted assets,

57,171,574
18,878,779
6,860,370
8.238,493
1,688 500
956,888
1.018,885
5,£27,240
160.499

8952,266 85

Admitted assets,

81,1917.

LIABILITIES

JAN. 1,

Life reserves,
Occident and health reserves,
Liability and workmen’s com*

nensation

reserves,

other liabilities,
Capital and surplus,
Mi

surplus, $8,823.669 67 rota! liability • and surplus.
$952,266 85
GARDNER AND COMPANY, Agents.
GARDNER AND COMPANY, Agents.
9
Maine.
Bucksport,
Bucksport. Maine.

*875.266 22
158382
320347
170
10317
111.561

02
75
62
*J

*1.477.174
146367

78
66

We

Represent

the Best

Companies

in the

84

$18,040,850 09

...

52
08
00
.9

rotal liabilities and surplus. $18,040,850 19
GARDNER AND COMPANY, Agents,
Bncksport, Maine.

CONNECTICUT FIRE INSURANCE CO.
HARTFORD,CONN.

ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1917.
Mortgage loans,
Collateral losns,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Aaents’ balances.
Bills receivable.
Interest and rents,
All other assets,
Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted,
Admitted

assets,

$8,414, 874

993,498,995
4,072,360
15,101,061
2,666,760
14.062.948

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1917.
■teal estate,
Loans,
Rocks and bonds,
Jash in office and bank,
\*ei ts’ balances,
Bills receivable,
Interest and rents,

LIABILITIES DECEMBER
Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
Ail other liabilities,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

31,1917.
$ 537,439 55
4.684,732 95
270.000 00
1,000,000 00
1,972.701 53

Total liabilities and

$8,414,874 03

surplus,

$32,197. 983 25
107,329 17

Admitted assets.

$32,590,654 08

*1330.817 07
DEC. *1, 1817.
losses,
*474.526 52
168.457 86
premiums,
“Abilities,
54,000 60
!;A*h capital,
200 000 00
'’"'Plus over all liabilities,
436,766 62

LIABILITIES,

1856

Bucksport,

Total liabilities and

surplus, $32,590,654 08
Agents.

GARDNER AND COMPANY,
Bucksport, Maine.

BOSTON INSURANCE COMPANY.
BOSTON, MAMS.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1917.
Real estate,
Loans.
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances,
Bills receivable,
Interest avid reuts,
All other assets,
Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

$49*2,300

00

366,369 73
6,694.184 05
580,186 80
1,474,110 39
36,972 54
46,586 79
84,777 15

$9,775,487 45
174,396

82

$9,601,041

IS

LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1917
Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities.
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

$1,500,927 45
3,595.919 58
-*08,000 00
1.000,000 00
8,101,194 10

surplus, $9,601,041 12
COMPANY, Agents.
Backsport, Maine.

GARDNER AND

Promptly

Me.

i

LIABILITIES DEC. 81, 1917.
Net unpaid losses,
964,706 97
11,627,964 57
Unearned premiums,
Ml other liabilities,
1, 228,262 02
10,000 000 0o
;'ash capital,
8,774,720 52
Surplus over all liabilities.

Total liabilities and

COMPANY, Agents.
GARDNER
Bncksport, Maine.
AND

for 62 Years Have

$ 1,000,000 00
202,700 00
24,904,363 00
4,089.083 25
1,094 600 31
225,014 72
282,221 97

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

Admitted assets,

GARDNER AND COMPANY, Agents.
Bucksport. Maine.

World,^and

61.628

1918.

9129.811.109

08

$18,102.478 93

LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1917.
$887,759,
tfet unpaid losses,
6.782.134
Jneamed premiums,
Ml other liabilities.
3.000,0 0
Jash capital.
6,859,040
Surplus over all liabilities,

9129.311.109

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

NEW YORK, N. Y.

A8SETS DEC. 31, 1917.
$ 336,544 12
leal estate,
111,000 00
Mortgage loans,
».«0M
loans,
13,728,186 50 j
Hocks and bonds,
1,548.836 49,
?ash in office and bank,
1,728.604 88
Agents* balances.
*14,184
nterest and rents,
40,U2 83
Ml other assets,

OP

ASSETS JAN. 1, 1918.
tort gage loans,
tocks and bonds,

ASSETS DEC. 81, 1917.
Seal estate.
Mortgage loans,
Hocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
\gents’ balances,
!merest and rents,
Vll other *.8sets,

19.001.260 68

Automobile,
ExploMarine, Parcel Post, Rrgisa ions. Hail,
Rents. Sprinkler Leakage,
t ered Mail,
ourists* Baggage, Use and Occupancy,
1
War Cover.
Full
Windstorm,

Are,

LLOYDS PLATE GLASS INS. CON8W YORK, N. Y.

S8
00*

26,047.401 00
18.001,250 58*

liabilities,

LL BRANCHES OF FIRE

aggregate, including capital
and surplus,
929,852,185 82
13 561.98 69
Iurplus for policy-holders,
.osses paid lu 99 years,
165,896,007 97
GARDNER AND COMPANY, Agents.
Bucksport, Maine.

LIABILITIES DEC.
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums,
411 other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Burplua over all liabilities.

*44,048,861

j

PHE CONTINENTAL INSURANCE CO.

OT HARTFORD, CONN.

“ollateral

STATEMENT. JANUARY, 19!8.
a«h assets

Solicited

CO.,

PHCENIX INSURANCE

In
Largest Fire Insurance Company
America"

OP

ASSETS DEC. 81, 1917.

The

HARTFORD. CONN.

Total liabilities and

and surplus,
*13*6317 *7
WM. B. WHITING Agent.
Me.
Ellsworth.

G.

filled their

Paid all Losses

Admitted assets.

T°tsl liabilities

as

cutter.

Charles

will

Kingsbury of Ellsworth, is
sister, Mrs.

“Telephone Connection

Deposit capital.
Surplus over ail liabilities

u""Nl
Af^tod
Csih tker,

in

IVhy wait? IVhy delay when relief is so
so handy and reasonable in the true “L. F.”
ATWOOD’S Medicine? It is a reliable prescription for any ailment based on digestive
troubles; which troubles are generally at the
bottom of those pesky little mean headaches—loss
of appetite—biliousness, sleeplessness, etc. This medicine is harmless—(good for young and old)—safe—
reliable. Has been standard with your druggist and general storekeeper over 60 years. Do not longer delay enjoying the relief this excellent remedy affords. Large bottle,
SO cents. Sample free. The“L.F." Medicine Co., ’(Portland, Me.

two weeks with her

1.

Lloyd Dunham visited bis parents
Hampden during his vacation.

How often you go about your
work, the idea in mind that it

PARTRIDGE COVE.

spending

A. C. Clark was called home from Bangor by the illness of his wife.

jtrtieimmtu.

sight of the eye.

Mrs. Esther

Refreshments

guests were Misses
Hammond, Laura Cleaves, Gladys and
Nettie Rolfe, and Rubie Kidder, Mr. and

were

Thursday
employed
am’s mill, Verona. While loading a cart
with shavings, etc., a fellow workman,
who was using a pitchfork in handling !
the refuse, accidentally stuck one prong in
Mr. Lowell’s eye, nearly piercing the eye
ball. It is feared that he will lose the
at

while

was

Miss

Hol-

Miss Beatrice Coombs left Saturday for
Garland to teach.

Worcester and D. E. Smith

at Swan’s Island.

nome.

has gone to

teuch.

to

paving

mouia.

A

den

8.

ter

with his

WE8T FRANKLIN.

Harbor to

given one
Sybil Hammond,
teachers,
ruesday evening, her birthday, by C. E.
Miss Flora Davis, who spent the winter ;
Tracy, Mrs. Kenuetb Tracy, and Mrs. Lewith her sister at Swan’s Island, has reroy Spu ling, at the home of the latter.
turned home.
The guest of honor was ihe recipient of
Alias Helen Dalzell, who has been vismany pretty gifts. A pleasant evening
iting her grandmother, has returned was enjoyed by all, cards and music being

Are.

Rachel Abbott, widow of Alfred Warddied Wednesday, March 27, after a
short illness of pneumonia.
Her death
followed that of her brother, Capt. Mel-

held

Sunday afternoon.

Mr. and Mrs. Alton

FRENCH BOKO.
Bennie Davis is

by

saddened

GOULDSBOKO.

Tuesday.
Mrs. Maynard Y’ouug,

borne

was

Science church

home

illness of her

was

Ida M. Eaton, who died
home here Wednesday
morning. A woman of special worth to
the community in which she lived, always taking an active part in every undertaking for the common good, a faithful and kind wife and mother, she will be
greatly missed by neighbors and friends.
She leaves a husband, Israel Eaton, and
two sous, Roy C. and Ralph L. Eaton,
death of

1.

returned

L. F. 8.

Miss,Goldie Hardison

of

Retnick cemetery are asked to meet at
the grange bail Saturday afternoon, Apri.
6, at 3 o’clock.

from|Lawrence,

Mr. and Mrs.

March 27.

ville.

associacare

tne

April

were

ilandy left the fol-

Boston.

The

interested

Ail

refreshments

Delicious

*

Miss Hester A.

way.

tion

A reception whs given Wednesday evening, March 20, at ttu home of Mr. and Mrs*
Edgar Uuiidy, in honor of Mr. and Mrs.
Harold iianuy, who were united in marTheir
riage at Otter Creek March 17.
many friends expressed the esteem in
which tney were held, by the beautiful
and useful gifts. The bride and groom
made n striking appearance, he
in his
naval uniform, she in sou gray satin.
Music, vocal and instrumental, and numerous selections on the Victrola wtre en-

Marcus, senior Stonington
spending her vacation in joyed.

is

VERONA.

LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1917.
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,

Simularrn.

ASSETS DEC. 81, 1*17.
btock, and bonds.
L»tb In office end bank.

are

to her many friends.

Miss Sadie

friends and relatives in Salem and Somer-

places mud and in others deep snow.
James Butler, who fell on the ice and

well,

Admitted assets,

L'nttad Stares Branch of the
union marine ins. eo. lt'u.,

SI

roads

family

summer.

rotal liabilities and surplus.
$148.952 33
J. A. CUNNINGHAM. Agent.
Ellsworth, Me.

(2.722.166 74

C. PEED JONES, Agent.
Caaline. Me.

or

their

few weeks ago, is being
cared for at the h3me of Seth Hodgkins.

38
64

*2.722.166 74
Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES DEC.31, 1217.
AH Mber

The

98
5.321 60

NORWICH, KNGLAND.

admitted.

building

Admitted assets,
$148,952 38
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1917.
Set unpaid losses,
$ 11.334 58
Unearned premiums,
6,275 03
ill other liabilities,
6.226 02
.'ash capital.
100 000 00
15,117 70
Surplus over all liabilities,

*2.178.136 SO

*2,783.207
11.040

employment.

some

#154.278

Special reserve.
Surplus to policyholders,
OARDNt R AND COMPANY, Agents.
Bucksport, Me.

80 MMDIK Lame, NSW VOSS.

“•"«« items

here from Hancock for the

1,308 73
2,500 00

Cr pltal stock,
Unearned premiums,
Outstanding losses.
Taie» and other claims,

Itisurancr Stattm.nU.

0,M» assets,

are

Clarence Stratton has moved his

LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1917.

Jkmmib R. L>oylb.
By W. B. Blaisdell.
her attorney.

rua

Springer

visiting

Torrey, who bas been quite
reported much better. This is glad

is

news

McKinley,

dent

weir.

who has been

Archer, Kenneth and Harry
Perry and Eddie Rolfe.

|

State

ASSETS DEC. 81. 1*17.
8u*ls sod bond*, (actual market
Woe Dec II, ISMT.
V**h tnofflee and bank,
'leou' balances,
interest and rents,

POINT.

Smith, on March 30, drove his team
bay on the ice to the Kothery
barn for a load of bay, and returned the

nurse.

Stratton and
200 00

44.500 00
97.1612ft
6.167 07

Geyer,

Boston, returned home Tuesday night.
Fred A. Torrey and P. T. Clarice were in
Ellsworth on business last week.

A. B.

C. Hagerthy is still confined to bis
Miss Alice (Jrace, of Cherry field, is
W.

Mrs. 8cott
in

Mark
Colon

GARDNER and COMPANY

NOT Ce. OK FORECLOSURE.

AMERICAN baulk fir*.

sister,

ness.

ill,

Willie ieel and Alex P. Davie have gone
to Gloucester, Mass.

HANCOCK.

busi-

on

Mrs.

Foss,

...

YlfHKKEAM Agnes J. Robertson of Bailivan,
by

Ban

David Marshall left this
where Capt. Marshall

and Mrs.

Roy Stanley,
M.

Richard Shaw, of Prospect Harbor, is
visiting his sister, Mrs. A. H. Colwell.

22

2.146 83

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted.

of

Wardwell

Boston

down the

returned to the

MARLBORO.

Interest and rents,
ill other assets,

of

Wardwell

STONINGTON.
Miss Emma Dow is in

Mrs. Sarah

spent

April 1.

igenta’balances,

ne#lpap»r

who has

Mrs. Nettie Austin visited her
Mrs. K. C. Hagerthy, last week.

CO.

$

the

Aroline

and

Hosea

to Southwest Harbor last

Prospect Harbor.

H.

ASSETS DEC. 31.1917.
Seal estate,
Mortgage loans.
Hocks and bonds,
.'ash iu office and bank,

following rgat'era having been pre
seated tor the ac'lon thereupon hereinit is hereby ordered:
That
after
•once tber.of be given to all para >n inter
eited. tiy causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks *acce*sively in tbe
Ellsworth American, a
published
at Ellsworth, in aaid county, that tbey may
appear at a probate court to be held at Ellaot
tbe ninth day
wcrtb, on
April, a.
d. ltis at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
and be heard thereon if they see cause.

THEindicate

in

Clarke, teacher in the
grades, and Mrs. P. T. Clarke are visiting

Miss Sadie

J. VV. Stinson and wife have returned to

22

his

N.

today,

commences

teacher.

Dorothy Marshall,
her vacation at home, has
Brewer high school.
April 1.

12.640 ftfl
86 14

CASUALTY

Camp

at

D.

MisB

29.'

#2.106.750

KK2NK,

has

cock to work for Mrs. A. E. Crabtree.
tlaM7.1SB *3
112,917 32
349.02*70

DEC. 81, 1917.
Set unpaid losses.
#111.944 36
Unearned premiums.
964.521 07
ill other liabilities,
187.078 81
-ash capital.
500.00Q oo
Surplus over all liabilities,
402,605 y*

PEERLESS

training

now

NORTH HANCOCK.
Miss Tillit E. Martin has gone to Calais.

a. I.

$2,106,750
surplus,
JAMES E. MORTRLL, Agent.
B.aebill, Me.

Interested in either of the esHereinafter named:
At a probate court held at Rllswort h. in and
of Hancock, on the nine
lor tbe county
teeoth day of March, in the year of cur
Lord ooe thousand nine hundred and eightIn vacation.
teen

is

Devens.
March 30.

tate*

ff
■•me.

Levi

Harold N. Stewart has gone to Portsmouth, N. H., to work in a shipyard.
Miss Martha Marshall has gone to Han-

rotal liabilities and

persona

and

later

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1917.

j

G.

Capt.

same

Malian,

$2,170,829
61,079

Misses Rachel

week for

NORTH ELUEHILL.

RHODE ISLAND INS. CO.

Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES

Bucksport,
Wardwell of Verona,
Bangor end George
of

OAK

March 30.

Insurance Statement*.

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

best

w'*a

to

Charles F. Wardwell was in Bangor
Monday to see his brother-in-law, Frank
W. Hutchins, who is in a hospital there,
and critically ill.

School

Hocks and bonds,
-‘s*h in office and bank.
Vgeuts' balances.
Interest and rents,
ill other assets,

that

R. F. Hemick is ill of grip.
Margaret Conner has gone to Belfast, after spending the winter in this
Miss Edna Trim is at borne from the
vicinity.
Bar Har bor hospital.
Mrs. Emma Dodge of Isleshoro is visMrs. Susie R. Pray was the guest of
iting her her daughter, Mrs. Grayson Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Kemick last week.

fc *• World.
LarjrMt 3.1. of Aay Modkko
Sold «r«rywhoro. la boiWi 10c.. 26c.

PROVIORNCR,

for all

community, and was beloved by all. Bhe
leaves five daughter and two sons —Mrs.
Nettie Homer of Augusta, Mrs. Florence
Blake of Mt. Desert, Mrs. Almeda Perkins

Webster.

COUNTY NEWS

Mrs.

Miss

Remedy

5ar5*.*d

week.

a

Pedro, Cal.

family

has moved bis

less than

seventy-nine years of age.

was

Brooksville.

tested

are a

Ingalls

Roacoe

which stimulate the liver,
regulate the flow of bile,
sweeten the stomach, and
renew healthy bowel action.
A household remedy approved by sixty years of public service. For every-day
illnesses, Beecham’s Pills

^

home

are

from

msm
U pius

^"

Dark Har-

Green l^ake with his team.

hat heavy headache, torpid
stomach, bitter taste
in mouth, furred tongue, dull
eyes and muddy skin, all come
from a poor supply of bile.
These unhealthy conditions are
promptly corrected by

•‘‘"fa

in

Neil Wardwell has returned home from

iver, sick

PrrrI
JLdtateS

Teal!

Abbott, by

Wardwell
Bhe stood

****nr

C Burrill, late of KUsworth. in said
deceased. Sarah Burrill Talley of
u«ntresi. Canada, appointed administratrix
will annexed of the estate of
h d with the
Iia deceased; date ot qualification February
Not being a resident of the
d 1918.
of Maine, she has appointed Kdward F.
fi«*’I ol KUsworth* In the county of Hancock
minute of Maine, as her agent in said 8' ate
directs.
Slsioe, as the law
KUsworth, in
Fr&nces D. Burrill. late of
Sarah Burrill Tatley
deceased.
-idcounty,
appointed admlnistra
%Bontresi. Canada,will
annexed o! the estate
Ifiid b n. With the
juid deceased; date ol qutllflcation Febru
Tr* il s d. 1918. Not being a resident of the
she has appointed Kdward F.
state of Maine,
Hmsli of F.Uswoith, in the county of Hancock
.nd 8tale of Maine, as her agent in said Stale
Maine, as tbe law directs.
R#nrr H. sargent, late of KUsworth. in said
-a-ty,deceased. Mints I. Sargent ofof said
the
Ellsworth. appointed administratrix
-tsteofsaid deceased; date of qualification
1918
tisoree V. Haskell, late of KUsworth, In said
eoBBty, deceased. Edmond J. Walsh of Kllswortb. in *»»<* county, appointed administrstor of the estate of said deceased; date of
qualification March ft, a. d. 1918.
Fannie Hell Patterson, late of Buckaport, in
Erie K. White of
Mid county, deceased.
Massachusetts,
appointee adMooebam.
■inlstraior of the estate of said deceased;
Not
date of qualification March 11, a. d. 1918
beisg a resident of the State of Maine, be haa
of Buckaport, iu
sppotnte Archie L. White
ihecountv of Hancock and State of Maine, as
hu age at in said State of Marne, as the law
giicrts.
Albert Treworgy. late of Surry, in said
cosnty. dt ceased. Laura E. Treworgy of said
of the estate
Sxrry.appointed administratrix
of Mid deceased; date of qualification March
Aa.d. 19i».
Edwin P. Habson, a person of unsound mind
of Biuebi.l. iu said county. Rose A. Habson
of Mid Bluehill, appointed guardian of said
Edwin P- Babson; date of qualification February 12. a. d. 1918.
Dated at KUsworth. in said county, this
isenty seventh day ot March, a. d. 1918.
Cura E. Mcllan. Acting Register of Probate.

vin L.

1918

{

|
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BELGIUM PLUNDERED AND TORTURED
j BY THE WAR-MAD GERMAN MILITARY

! Never

Has There Been Brigandage So Methodical or So CompleteWar Contributions Alone Have Drained the Country of Money
—Raw Materials and All Economic Equipment Car-

ANNIVERSARY SALE

I

is

tee. The poor are obliged to stand In I
line. In order to obtain the portions al
lotted by the commission for the rellel
The wealthy have to pay
In Belgium.
exorbitant prices In order to procuri
the most indispensable articles. Thos« j
of the middle classes are most to be
pitied, for they have too much pride to
go to the soup kitchens and not enough
money to buy food, with sugar at Ik !
cents a pound, flour at $1 a pound, beef
at $1.50 a pound, fat at $2 a pound,
batter at $3 a pound, chocolate at $-4 a
pound, coffee at $5 n pound, eggs from
16 to 22 cents each, and potatoes at $1
to $13 a bushel.
Only five pounds ol
potatoes are allowed a week, but th<
amount available Is much less than
this amount. People raise rabbits and
eat dog.
Tobacco has been replaced

published and it is one unforgivable
fact against the Germans that they can
make no explanation for the outrageous
treatment they have inflicted upon the
Inoffensive people of a small, weak nation. If there was no other reason ur
keeping the war spirit alive in the
United States, until the wrongs of Belgium were under process of being
righted, those wrongs would cry aloud
to every decent-thinking person and
make them insist that the war shall go
furon to a successful conclusion, and
ther that the perpetrators of the hideous deeds in Belgium be punished.
The official Belgian information service has procured facts showing the
situation of the Belgian territory occupied by the Germans at the present
time. Not ail of the stories that have
been published from time to time give
such a complete summary of actual
conditions as this statement compiled
from the latest reports which show
the great necessity to continue the
work that has been carried on for more
than three years in America for the
It
relief of the people in Belgium.
seems almost incredible that any nadnn calling itself civilized could inflict
upon the people of a small nation the
horrors which are described in the fol-

upon numerous localities, the
total ot which amounts to several hundrt»d millions. The deposits of the national bank and the General Society of
Belgium, amounting to four huudred
thirty millions of marks were seized.
The stocks of raw materials, the machinery, in short all the economic
equipment have been requisitioned and
carried away. At the beginning of 1915
the German depredations in Belgium
were estimated at eight billion francs.
It would be difficult to make even an
approximate estimate of them today.
The Invaders have plundered and are
often demolishing the factories, not
only to send the machinery and the
old Iron to Germany, but for the
avowed purpose of ruining Belgian Industry after the war. They are nowplundering private domiciles. Their
spoliations extend to bedding, clothing. casseroles, window knobs, rods
and objects of art. All that centuries
of a high civilization and long years
of labor had accumulated in the country has been devoured by the monster.
The bells in many churches, the statues
In the pubitc squares of Aiost and
Mons and the monuments in many
cemeteries have been sent to the foundry. The systematic destruction of the
forests goes on, on a large scale. More
than two thousand barges have been
adzed. Horses have practically disap-

peared.
Famine and Diseases.
ne cessation or

laDor,

me onstacies

j

the employment of those
without work, the requisitions of machinery and cattle, as well as vexations
of all sorts have once more evoked
that plague which we believed to have
been forever overcome in Europe—
famine.
Working in close co-operatton with
the Belgian and allied governments,
the commission for relief in Belgium
has striven by all possible means to
lessen Its horrors and to facilitate the
enormous task assumed by the national committee on food supply. In
1917 it has been confronted by stupendous difficulties; importations fell
far short of needs, tonnage was lacking. and the enemy mercilessly torpedoed more than one relief vessel.
The commission for relief in Belgium has made the most energetic efforts to assume a food supply and there
has been a marked improvement over
In November, for
the past months.
the flrs; time In a long period, the national committee for relief and food
supply has received more supplies than
Its schedule called for. There are fair
prospects for the shipment of all supplies called for by the schedule during
the first quarter of 1918. If, however,
the famine which seemed to threaten
for the winter has been averted, the
situation is still far from favorable,
because of the great debilitation and
general undernourishment of the population.
According to people who are in a po"Rural Infection."
sition to know, the population has unNeenab. Wig.—“Rural Infection” Is
fortunately received only 14 per cent of
the name applied to an unknown disthe necessary fats and 29 per cent of
the necessary starches, hence a serious ease which has been confined solely to
condition of undernourishment and a i the agricultural districts In this vicinity so far and which has caused scores
constant undermining of the general
of persons to become 111. Several perhealth. The securing of food Is the
afflicted are under observation in
principal concern of ajl Belgians, rich sons
hospitals. The disease Is marked by a
as well as poor. Half the people must
depend for food upon the soup kitch- high fever, which In some Instance!
has proven fatal.
ens orgvu'xed by the national commit. I

placed

to

_

fifth busi-

5-4 Tajble Oil Cloth, first quality, worth 35c
Sale price,
a yard, all colors.

.59

EIxtra
are going
Berrv[dishes, Vases,

300

yds Crash,

etc.

has all linen

andJSRed

.15

price,

Black, Brown and Garnet, worth $1.10
Sale

yd,

As

a

or

summer we

.*5

price,

Khaki yarn, worth 7f>c,
Sale price,

.59

shall carry Mousing made union
we will close out the balance of

and

exclusively
present stock, worth 85c and 89c,

at

49c

for reg

pictures, reg $1.69 value. Sale price, .9N
lot white goods suitable for waists, dresses,

1 lot framed
1

.75

1 lot of

one

price,
price,

.10

Curtain Scrims in white, Arabian and
Sale price,
ecru, every piece worth 95c.

.25

purses,

25c.
1 lot

for

Special

yds

200

reg
Sale

Friday

40 in

Brown

Cotton, value
Salt

.20
Pure Silkateen,

value 25c,
Sale price,

the

.12%

price,
all leather change

sale at

has

Cotton, worth 40c. per yd,
200 yds 36 in Bleached Cotton,

In

aprons, etc, value up to 19c,

a

6-4 Fruit of the Loom

200yds.

Sale

skein,

suits
our

Sale

discontinued,

We will sell

S1.S9

Grey Scotch Yarn, would be cheap at $1

This

81.98
price,
Any of our snap fasteners, including Spring,
Kohinor and Acorn, teg price, 10c,
.07
Sale price,|a card,
been

business,

1 lot Olive Drab

.19

price,

number that

$3

a

the

a

Comelearly for these for they certainly* won’t last long
3 pos 3G in Jail wool Storm’Serge, 1 pe each,

Corsets,

of the best

size and 59c for extra size.

Ginghams, every
Sale price,

Seal

yard worthJ25c,

1 lot Warner

waist manufacturers in
$2.25 values. For the sale

one

1 lot

Umbrellas, just what they
need for’spring showers, value $1, Sale price, .59
lot Ladies’ Cotton Hose, all sizes but 9,
.21
Sale price,
worth 29c,
lot White Hamburg trimmed Petticoats,
.69
Sale price,
value, 98c*,

1 lot Bates

.29

Waists, from

Special

1 lot Children’s

1

59c

we

weft, worth 20e,
Sale

1

for 25c

have on hand. Sugar and Cream sets. Bon Bon dishes, Trays,
glass
81.10 each
Values up to $2.50. Your choice for the sale

to close out what cut

We

Caps, all pink,
Sale price,

Boudoir

value,

1 lot Muslin and Madras Shirt

good model, easily worth $1,
Sale price,

One lot corsets,

lot Silk

One

.25

This does not include white aud marble

spools

Six

Another lot of Coat’s thread, black and white,

colors,

.22

reg

25c,

price,

.22

in white and

Friday only,
Sale price,
price 7c.

.05

On Saturday only
lot Silk Petticoats,

II
8

shades,

reg

all

the

$3.98 value,

we

new

Sale

will give 10% discount

Taffeta and Messaline silks.

Hemenway and Bartletts full 1(X) yd
spool silks, a regular 12c seller, Saturday only, a spool, black and white,

25 doz

wanted

S3.40

price,

on

|

I

Saturday Will Be Silk Day

I

.09

Thursday morning, April 4, rain or shine. Store will not be open during sale days until
orders
Shop early. Some of the lots are small and will be found to go quick at these prices. Mail

Sale will start
a. m.

filled.
_

M. Iv. ADAMS

j

j

our

for

Days, April 4-5-6

For the Whole Three

slavery

pretexts,

on

find listed below.

t-anor.

The deportations In condemning to
more than 100,000 of our fellow-citizens, have still further added to
the general distress. Husbands have
been torn from their wives, nnd#sons
from their mothers; courageous workmen refusing to allow the labor of their
hands to be used against their country,
have been beaten, subjected to treatment the horror of which surpasses
anything that has been seen heretofore, and sent back dying, to their native village. Ten per cent have died
in Germany and many do not long survive their return to Belgium.
In March. 1917. the kaiser promised
that the deportation to Germany would
cease, but the military authorities are
constantly carrying off men, who are
given hard work, often behind the
front.
Information from a camp in
Athus (Luxemburg) shows that the
food was so insufficient that the number of those there put to work was
soon reduced to half.
In spite of this,
the same amount of work was required, so that a double task fell upon
those who survived.
The sanitary
conditions in that camp are described
as horrible.
Abuses are especially frequent in Flanders. Recalcitrants are
sent to dangerous work at the front.
Some of the men who have been requisitioned try to escape. In such cases
the military authority Imposes heavy
fines upon the communes from which
they come, arrests, in the streets, even
In the churches, men who are held as
hostages and after a few days sent to
the front to replace those who escaped.
A man who leaves his home for any
reason Is never sure of returning to it.
Relatives, women, old men and children are arrested in tlieir houses and
Imprisoned until the return of the fug*tlves. As disclosed from journals
taken from German prisoners and from
reports received through Holland, even
women and girls are forced to dig
trenches, to repair the roads, and to
do other military works, often under
the artillery fire.
In Blankenberghe
and other places boys of twelve years
of age are placed at work of military
character.
Moral Sufferings and Endurance.
Successive attacks were and still are
being made upon the Belgian people
and Its liberties.
With impressive
unanimity the bishops, beaded by Cari dinnl Mercier, the constituent bodies,
| the notabilities of the political world,
without distinction of party, the magistracy, the bar, the universities have
guided the public spirit. There Is no
better witness to the bitterness of the
struggle than the sanguinary activity of the exceptional courts created
by the Germans to force the Belgians
to obedience.
German statistics show
that for one year only there had already been more than 200.000 convictions.
The judicial drama in which
; Miss Cavell perished is being constantly repeated, and not a week passes but
that patriots fall before the bullets of
a firing squad.
On one day at Ghent,
i eighteen, of whom three were women,
were put to desth.
The long list of
j martyrs Includes hundreds of names
from all classes of society, from all the
professions, from all ages, men. women, and even children. And If the executions have been by hundreds, the
imprisonments and penal deportations
have been by thousands.

start

but dollars and on merchandise that is strictly
going to give you a chance not only to save pennies
It
is
only by careful planning and by purchasing many of
dependable and first class in every respect.
aide to offer you the exceptional values you will
these items weeks ago in preparation for the date that we are

Tuberculosis has Increased
by leaps and hounds; at Bruges the
number of cases has increased 1.000
All kinds of epidemics have
per cent.
claimed numberless victims, especially
among children of two to ten years of
Loss of weight Is general. The
age.
death rate has greatly Increased.
In
one week Antwerp reported 104 deaths
as
37
against
births; Brussels 59
In some localities the
against 17.
death rate Is three times the normal
rate.
t-orcea

as we

we are

lic health.

The Material Suffering.
In the mnterial domain never has
there been seen brigandage so methodical ordso complete. War contributions alone have, up to the present
time, drained the counrry of nearly two
Miltons of francs. These are still being collected to the amount of sixty
million francs a month. To this sum
must be added fines ui>on scores of
thousands of individuals and the levies
and fines imposed upon the filmiest

a

Days, Commencing April 4,

Three

by strawberry leaves. People are rarely able to get enough to eat to satisfy
hunger, and the consequences of such
a regime become more and more alarm
lng from the point of view of the pub-

lowing.

and

penny earned,
Benjamin Franklin once said that “a penny saved
not been equalled since the Civil W ar,
have
conditions
market
ness, year although present

ried Off—Famine Now Threatens.
Washington—The people of the
United States have a general Idea of
the awful condition existing in Belthe
gium on account of the invasion of
Huns. Stories of atrocities have been

^____
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NORTH BKOOKL1N.
Hattie Redman and Ida Burns
Harriette Cole ol Sedgwick,
sional nurse, i§ caring tor Mrs.
Ray during ber illness.

are
a

ill.

profes-

Gertrude

occupied

ice-cream

Bayview hall Tuesday|evening. A feature of
the social, was the grab-bag contributed
by the “Cook” sisters containing 125 useful and beautiful articles, proceeds going
to the Red Cross.
was an

social in

for several

years.

John Giles,

who has lbe care of the place, had heated
stove as
up his dinner on the kitchen
usual, and had gone out to finish hauling
boon afterward he ^‘covsome wood,
held
ered that the house and
Nothing could be done to
were all aflre.
the
across
bituated
save the buildiug.
residents
cove in piein view ol ell the
so
stood
has
many
here, tte house tbet
will be greatly
years as a landmark

adjoining

Thirty-three neighbors and friends missed.
tendered Sidney
Pert another surprise
April
A thoroughly
party Saturday evening.
good time was enjoyed.
There

ELLSWORTH, MAINE

-

Xekophon.

1.

E. J. Snow ia in Bangor having her

eye treated.
Mrs. Maynard

NEWS

NORTH BKOOK8VILLE.
Harold

Cbatto bas gone to West Brook-

lib tor tbe summer.
Mrs.

ing

Zadie Gray of Sedgwick is work-

(or Mrs. Anna

Lymburner.

Ole Bowden and wife of Camden
guests of W. N. Perkins and wife.

By invitation,

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.

Thomas
Qrindle, superintendent of
schools, Westboro, Mass., ia spending the
week with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Artbar Qrindle.
Mrs.

COUNTY

tbe ladies’ aid

are

society, of

Weat Brooksville met wilb tbe ladies aid
society here last week, at tbe home of
Lida Green.
Perkins, one of the teachers at tbe
E. if. C. 8., and Hope Perkins, a student
ot Sullivan high school, are visiting their
parents, W. N. Perkins and wife.
Anna

teacher at

No. 5 and Mrs. Lida Green at

No. 7.
Congratulations are extended Mr. ami
Mrs. Freeman Gray on the birth of a
d (tighter on March 30.
Mr. and Mrs. Brooks Cousins and children spent Sunday with Mrs. Cousins parents, Washington Gray and wile.
April 1.

a&Drrttsnnnuh

Eye Comfort Means Efficiency
in any kind of work. The man suffering from eye strain Is never as efficient
as he whose eyes are strengthened by
properly selected glasses. If you have
to lean close to the desk, if you have

Perkins ia spending a
Easter was observed at the church by
headaches and twitching eyelids you
days with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. special sermon and music in the morning,
Come and have
need glasses at once.
and a concert, under the management of
Fred Wight.
tenant uommander of the big coast patrol
the right kind
for
examined
boat Satilla, Harvey Urey is on the fightMrs. Galen Qrindle, who has employ- Phebe Weasel, Hattie Hopkins and Fidelia your eyes
in the right.way.
Dow, in the evening.
ing line in France, and has participated ment at North Penobscot, ia home.
in two
EI)\V. H. BAKER, Eyesight Specialist
battles, Forrest Allen is also in
C.
April 1.
Mias Bernice Varnom, clerk at Condon’s
France, Thomas Leary is in the trenches in store, la ill of grip.
65 Oak St., Ellsworth, Me.
France, and Leon Roberta is at Fort Uetty,
Apr. 1 to Ocl. 1.
April 1.U_
WEST SEDGWICK.
R. I., having completed his training (or the
Miss Mary Novella is teaching in Bluecavalry, and is about ready to go to Allen’s Fsot-Kaw for Hold levs and bailors.
North Brookltn is proud of its sons who
in the service. Roswell Eaton is lieu-

are

lew

_

France.

John Harriman bouse on Harriman's point was destroyed by fire Saturday afternoon. The bouse had been unThe

Plettsburg Manual advises ell men In
training to shake Fool-Esse in each shoe
every morning. This protects the feet from
blisters and sore spots, relieves the pnin of

The

bontous nod freshens the
Makes walking assy. Hold everywhere.

corns

nnd

feet.

hill.

Mr. and

Mrs. Roecoe Gray were guests
West Penobscot last week.

of friends in

Schools have

1

reopened, Mias Delta Gray

